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Colophon

Greetings to all members of the populace of 
the Kingdom of Atenveldt

From THLordship Raven Mayne, KMoAS
I hope you enjoy all that is contained herein; the road to its completion was not remotely easy.
Even though Atenveldtus Glorious has had some ups and downs since its creation, Dame Fiona Gwyllt Wynne, the 
main force behind Atenveldtus Glorious, has always persevered and continually moved forward for the good and ben-
efi t of  all to get Atenveldtus Glorious done every time . About a year ago Atenveldtus Glorious was offi cially moved 
entirely under the Kingdom A&S Ministers offi ce. Since then I tried to come up with the solutions to worst case 
scenarios for production and distribution; so that Atenveldtus Glorious can be done in diffi cult circumstances. Since 
my offi ce does not have the same funds as our Kingdom Newsletter, I had to fi gure out a way for everyone to see the 
amazing artworks that were submitted, and I was not going to accept the option of  giving up.
I started off  by asking Master Kristoff  McLain Cameron if  he could help with the articles and artwork that Dame Fio-
na collected and place them for construction and production of  Atenveldtus Glorious, “oh and by the way” I told him, 
“we have no funds”. His initial silence was not to contemplate an answer of  “No”, but of  contemplation, thoughts, 
and ideas of  how he could do so.  Master Kristoff  worked on the plan we had come up with every free moment he 
had, which is not a lot due to his hectic work schedule.
So with Dame Fiona’s tireless endurance and Master Kristoff  hard work you now have the latest edition of  Atenveld-
tus Glorious in your position.
Now that this edition is complete the plan for distribution is to give Each Barony in our Kingdom an allotment of  
publications of  Atenveldtus Glorious for their populace to receive, with the acceptance of  any donations to the cause 
that might be given. We would still like to get Atenveldtus Glorious out to those who would like to receive it by mail, so 
we are still trying to plan for some future Fundraisers to get Atenveldtus Glorious to be mailed out and to keep pub-
lishing Atenveldtus Glorious.
Thank you to Dame Fiona Gwyllt Wynne, and Master Kristoff  McLain Cameron for working so hard to get this edi-
tion done, to all the artisans that submitted their works, and to everyone for their patience.
To keep things ever moving forward, we will be continually accepting new submissions for the future publications 
of  Atenveldtus Glorious. So please fi ll out the Atenveldtus Glorious publication permission form and send your 
submission/s and send them both to Dame Fiona at atenveldtglorious@atenveldt.org
Always In Service, 
THLordship Raven Mayne
Kingdom of  Atenveldt Arts and Sciences Minister

All errors of production, layout, and design are the responsibility of Baron Kristoff.
All articles are Copyright © 2009-2011 by their respective authors, All Authors Rights Reserved. All 
opinions expressed are those of the individual authors and artisans, and do not represent the views or 

opinions of The Society for Creative Anachronism or its offi cers.

For additional copies of this issue, please contact the Kingdom A&S Offi ce
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The following is a breakdown of  a 14th century secular Italian piece entitled “Angelica Bilta” by 
composer Francesco Landini. The piece is a 2-part ballata singing about an angel-like beauty coming 
to earth and how beautiful she is.This song is believed to be written in the 1300’s. Francesco Landini 
lived from roughly 1325-1397 so the piece was composed during that time. 

This piece, being a secular piece, would have been used on a more common level instead of  a 
religious level. All remaining pieces written by Landini are secular despite his being a clergyman; he 
did not feel his art must be of  the sacred style, therefore the music took on a more light air to it (Lord 
74). The song is in 2 parts, the melody being very rhythmic, almost like a solo, while the harmony is 
extremely simple. Landini stressed the more sensuous and emotional aspect of  music and his melody 
was predominantly vocal even when written for instruments (Harman 158). The song itself  is short, 
meant to be a catchy tune, similar to a modern song singing of  someone’s beauty. 

Music served many purposes in the Middle Ages. It could be a piece created by Landini about 
the sounds he would hear in the marketplace; it could be used as a workers’ song in order to make the 
work go by faster or to help them with remembering the daily tasks ( Ongaro 103). Music was also 
performed quite a bit in the streets. Street performers would come out, do magic tricks, tell stories, 
dance and sing. In Florence where Landini resided they were known as “Cantainbanchi” meaning 
literally “those who sing on a table” based off  of  the practice of  setting up a platform in the square 
so the performers could climb on it to try and gather a larger crowd. They were able to make money 
doing this by passing a hat around that people could put a little something into as a token of  their 
appreciation of  the artisan’s efforts (Ongaro 104). In the Renaissance large parts of  Europe were 
broken down into smaller states and city-states. With these city-states came courts in order to run 
each one. In Italy alone there were quite a few wealthy and well-to-do courts. These courts had the 
fi nancial resources to hire and retain groups of  professional musicians, purchase and maintain more 
costly instruments, commission the copying of  music manuscripts and providing decent performance 
space. Musicians were listed as court employees and were to abide by the same rules as anyone else 
who worked the court. Musicians were expected to perform for the ruler, thus meaning that they 
had access to the ruler that others did not. In general, a ruler was to have a church choir for chapel, a 
group of  instrumentalists or singer for chamber music, and a group of  wind players and trumpeters 
for processions or ceremonies (Ongaro 106-107). 

Since the piece was secular, this meant that almost anyone could have sung it. Because the 
composer was very well-renowned, it was most likely that the upper class were those who would 
have listened to it more so than lower class. Court performers had to be well skilled in many areas 
as they were supposed to provide the entertainment at a moments notice. They needed to be able to 
sing, dance, tell stories, play, compose poetry, carry on conversations about various topics and read 
anything from ancient to contemporary authors. As a result many people from the different social 
classes were skilled in these forms (Ongaro 108). 

The composer, Francesco Landini, was a skilled artisan, ahead of  his time in the realm of  

Angelica Bilta: Breaking down an Italian Ballata by Francesco Landini
Sayyida Ijliyah bint Rashid called Inara
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music. He is considered part of  the second-generation Italian composers during the Renaissance 
because of  the time that he lived (Hoppin 454). Contemporaries of  Landini included Giovanni Villani 
and his son, Filippo Villani and therefore much of  his early life is recorded. Landini’s father was a 
painter who studied in Giotto. At a small age Landini was infected with smallpox and lost his sight. 
However, this did not stop him from being artistic as he learned to play the organ as an artistic release 
and thus became admired and adored for his skill. He would sing, play instruments, write poetry and 
direct other singers (Lord 73). He became skilled in playing several instruments, including one of  his 
own creations called the serena serenorum though he is best known for playing the organ. He was 
also skilled in playing multiple wind instruments as well. For his excellent performance skills, was 
crowed with laurel in Venice by Peter, King of  Cyprus (Hoppin 454). He was so well-known for his 
performance skills, believed that to be the reason for having so much of  his music so well-preserved 
A letter of  recommendation was found written in 1375 by Coluccio Saluati, chancellor of  Florence; 
this is considered the fi rst fi rmly established date in Landini’s life. From that time on it is believed 
he remained in Florence and took a very active part in the city’s musical and cultural life. Landini 
died Sept 2nd, 1397 and was buried in the church of  San Lorenzo where he was an organist. His 
tombstone depicts him with a portative organ, as does his portrait in the Squarcialupi Horghanista 
de Florentina; some manuscripts even have him named ‘Francesco degli Organi’ (Hoppin 455). 
Unfortunately there are no records of  the chronology of  Landini’s works; it is believed that he may 
have alternated between various different styles of  composing, depending on what he was writing 
the piece for (Hopping 456). However, it is believed that Landini relied on dictating his compositions 
to a musical and/or literary secretary as he was blind; hence having so much of  his work still around 
(because it was written down instead of  orally passed down only) (Fenlon 305). 

As it was created in Medieval Italy, it is most likely performed in Medieval Italy and possibly 
France and England as many things were shared amongst these three countries. 

The actual performance of  music has not changed all that much since the Middle Ages. When 
it came to secular music, it was sung for entertainment, be it in a grand hall during a feast or at a 
courtly performance on a stage. It can be assumed that the practicing of  pieces has not changed all 
that much as well. People must practice; practicing correctly, in order to sound appealing to the ears 
of  others. Rehearsals must be done, be them right before going onstage or weeks in advance. One can 
believe that there was we have practiced our piece could be the exact same way in which the composer 
had musicians practice it when he fi rst wrote it. Repetition is the key to both learning a song and 
making it sound good. 

For the actual composition of  the piece, Landini was famous for composing in 3 different 
styles: Madrigal, Caccia and Ballata. The madrigal (one of  the most common forms of  composition 
from the Middle Ages) is found in both 2 and 3 voice combination, many times simply composed. 
The caccia is like its French counterpart, purely canonic in technique with strict imitation (Seay 155). 
The ballata or ballate in the plural is similar in form to the French Virelai; in the beginning it was a 
very monophonic style but became polyphonic after about 1365. It consisted of   two sections for 
music: fi rst refrain (ripresa), third and forth lines of  the strophe (volta), fi rst and second lines of  
strophe (piedi), sung often with the fi rst and second endings (aperto and chiuso). Form is ABBAA, 
with B’s serving as Piedi, A’s serving as ripresa and volta (Seay 157). Landini’s works show the Italian 
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concentration upon the voice, for the majority of  his compositions are vocally oriented. Almost all 
of  the ballate, for instance, are in the form of  an unaccompanied duet, with 82 of  the 91 two-voice 
examples being for this medium (Seay 162). Another way to break the composition down is as such, 
taken from Palisca’s W, W. Norton Anthology of  Western Music Ancient to Baroque (Norton Anthology of  
Western Music Volume I Series, Volume1) (pp 94-95): A two-line refrain (ripresa) is sung before and after 
a six-line stanza. The fi rst 2 pairs of  lines in the stanza (called piedi) have their own musical phrase 
followed by the last pair (volta) which uses the same music as the refrain. When written out it looks 
like this:

Poetic form: Ripresa          Stanza (2 piedi+volta)         Ripresa
Poetic Lines: 1   2    3       4  5      6  7    8  9  10       1   2   3
Music:         A                 b          b        a                A 
  

As is seen above, the music is exactly the same as the note structure in “Angelica Bilta” (see 
attached music sheet). The fi rst and last verses (A), the ripresa, are the same as is the volta (a) in tune. 
The 2 piedi have a different tune (b) which allows it to differ from the ripresa. In addition, “Angelica 
Bilta” has what is known as the Landini Cadence: At the very end of  a piece all voices approach their 
fi nal note from a half-step below, suddenly moving in parallel fourths, similar to that of  a parallel 
organum. Half-steps are called leading tones because they lead so strongly to the ending note, on half-
step above. An example of  a “double-leading tone” would be the melody going from B natural to a 
C and the harmony going from an E to F (Lord 74). Landini was considerably infl uenced by French 
music, hence composing a lot of  ballate instead of  the madrigal or caccia. The ballata is the exact 
parallel of  the French virelai from which it comes from. While the form is the same (A bb a A) the 
melodic style is different, smoother and more graceful. When it came to performing music, all that is 
known for certain is that, despite note structure, artists would alter notes as they went along if  they 
felt it better suited the piece (Harman 167). 

Landini  composed many polyphonic ballate, many times with the melody having text and the 
harmonies consisting of  texless counterparts. It is believed that more two-part pieces were composed 
earlier in his time as he got more used to writing in the three-parts (Stevens 57).
With Landini’s music there is a great deal of  emphasis on Melody. The Faenze Codex, dating from the 
early fi fteenth century, shows the dual nature of  a performer’s repertory. The codex contains ballate 
and madrigals by composers such as Jacopo de Bologna, Bartolino da Padova, Landini and Antonio 
Zacara de Teramo. In this tableture, the the intabulator has added more fl orid ornamentation to the 
already highly decorated voice of  his model. The lower line in music a2, contrastingly, is stated simply, 
then in music a3, the two bottom lines of  the vocal model are condensed into one which sounds the 
structurally more important notes in the piece (usually done by the tenor) (Blackburn 120). Landini’s 
handling of  melisimata implies a strong feeling for vocal technique, with a clarity of  fl ow not hear 
by any other composers during his time. Penultimate syllables are often emphasized with sweeping 
melodic insertions, leading fi nally into graceful cadences. To match the smoothness of  the individual 
line, there is also a harmonic clarity and avoidance of  dissonance in contrapuntal movement; harsh 
sequences of  parallel seconds and sevenths, as well as fi fths and octaves, are no longer constant parts 
of  the polyphonic web, and triadic formations are quite common except at cadence points where the 
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traditional intervals are found (Seay 162). The upper voice is more elaborate, but both parts are nearly 
equal in rhythmic and melodic interest. In addition, independent declaration of  the text is common 
and often involves imitation or an exchange of  motives between the parts (Hoppin 457). 

The translation of  the Italian text sounds like that of  a Troubadour piece. In fact, most of  
Landini’s compositions sounded like troubadour songs of  love and the joy and pain that it brings.
An example of  one of  his other pieces is as follows (Taken from Suzanne Lord’s Music in the Middle 
Ages: A reference Guide): 
(translation) Do you enjoy- Since I love you,
And still love you so much that I have no other happiness------
Holding my life in such torment?
In repeated refrain is:
Lady, if  I deceived you,
Or ever followed another love but you,
I would willingly die at your own hands (74). 

Comparatively, the translation of  “Angelica Bilta” is this (Translated by Giovanni Carsaniga)
An angel-like beauty has come to earth.
Therefore whoever wishes to look upon beauty,
virtue, graceful manners and charm,
should come to behold her: All his desires
Will be for her, as my soul’s are.
But I do not believe that the turmoil of  emotions she inspires will bring anyone peace. 

This is a very jovial piece, meant to make people happy. The tone is light and simple; the song 
seems as though it has a Troubadour infl uence with the description of  beauty, grace and virtue. 
The words fl ow smoothly as Landini tried to make his pieces light and happy. Many times Landini’s 
music was praised for “sweetness.” It has a carefree feel to it so that it can be listened to without 
undue stress. In fact, Landini’s works are still being used in modern times (ie, used by folk singer Judy 
Collins) (Lord 74). 
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Behind the Siege Line
Sung to: Under the Board walk

Words by: Lord Brian Ambrose O’Driscoll

CHORUS:
Behind the Siege Line, is where I be.
Behind the Siege Line, Shoot the enemy!
Behind the Siege Line, arcing shafts from above,
Behind the Siege Line, with the Ballista I love.
Behind the Siege Line, Siege line

Oh when they form the lines, I’m always in the 
back
Setting up our machines, so I can open a crack
Behind the Siege Line, we let it fl y,
And watch as the enemy, they all die!

Oh when they call Lay on, the fi ghters all think 
they’re hot.
Until the rock I fi red hits their face with the very 
fi rst shot
Behind the Siege Line, send the next volley in!
We’re gonna knock them all down, until we win!

It’s time to step back, and fi re the Trebuchet
Keep smashing at the shield wall all day.
Behind the Siege Line, loose off  a round!
As the enemy ranks, we continue to pound!

That’s why I love to be a Siege Engineer
And why my siege engines the fi ghters all fear
Behind the Siege Line, I reign as King!
So my shafts and rocks, I will continue to fl ing!
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To camping tourneys in the park,
And all the Bucket after dark,
Let’s Drink. Let’s Drink.
To Estrellas that are cold and damp,
As long as the high ground’s for your camp
Let’s Drink. Let’s Drink
To Site Tokens nice enough to keep
To sounds of  drums while drifting off  to sleep
Let’s Drink. Let’s Drink.

To seamstresses plying their trade,
To Chiurgeons offering First Aid,
Let’s Drink. Let’s Drink.
To People who like to be Autocrats,
And get their jollies herding cats
Let’s Drink. Let’s Drink.
To all those Volunteers giving hours,
They did theirs now let’s go do ours!
Let’s Drink. Let’s Drink.

To Michael of  Moria’s Old Laundry,
To Richard Ironsteed’s Telling a story,
Let’s Drink. Let’s Drink.
To City Meetings wearing tights,
To Tournies featuring blindfold fi ghts,
Let’s Drink. Let’s Drink.
To Tir Ysgathir’s being the fi rst Barony,
Even if  it means rewriting History!!
Let’s Drink. Let’s Drink.

To Helmets made from a Freon Tank,
To hobbies that can drain the Bank,
Let’s Drink. Let’s Drink.
To Duct Tape that holds armor on,
After you fi nd your straps are gone,
Let’s Drink. Let’s Drink.

To Waterbearers and the treasures they hold,
That Pickle’s worth its weight in gold!
Let’s Drink. Let’s Drink.

To Twin Moons’ Middle Eastern Feast,
It’s great fun to say the least,
Let’s Drink. Let’s Drink.
To Ered Sul’s holding of  Highlands,
To tournies down in the Burning Sands
Let’s Drink. Let’s Drink.
To Chocolate Revel when it comes in the Fall,
Look at those treats, I could eat them all!
Let’s Drink. Let’s Drink.
To Drummers and their wonderful sound,
That brings the pretty Dancers around,
Let’s Drink. Let’s Drink.
To bards singing out upon the Lawn,
To parties that go on til Dawn,
Let’s Drink. Let’s Drink.
To all the friends made over the years,
To the brewers who made these beers!
Let’s Drink. Let’s Drink.

To brand new garb fi nally complete
To Art projects ready to complete,
Let’s Drink. Let’s Drink.
To Kilts that are worn regimentally
And to the lasses who want to see!
Let’s Drink. Let’s Drink.
To what we’ve built over the years,
To the hard work of  all the peers!
Let’s Drink. Let’s Drink.

To rapier fi ghters fi ghting swishy poke,
Try it yourself  you’ll fi nd it’s no joke.

Atenveldt Drinking Song
Sung to: The Stonecutter Song from The Simpsons

Words by: Lord Brian Ambrose O’Driscoll
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Let’s Drink. Let’s Drink.
To sword and Board, Greatsword and Spear,
Teach all Atenveldt’s enemies to fear!
Let’s Drink. Let’s Drink.
To Atenveldt, Father of  other Realms,
To all the dents we have in our helms!
Let’s Drink. Let’s Drink.

To Skullbend coming from Morbid starts,
To Staghold and their giants hearts,
Let’s Drink. Let’s Drink.
To Black Rose, Frogwhip, and Langskip too,
they always help the Barony through!
Let’s Drink. Let’s Drink.
To the Mighty Warriors of  The Company,
To the Thunder Brothers everywhere we see!
Let’s Drink. Let’s Drink.

To new friends made as well as old,
May they believe the tales they’re told,
Let’s Drink. Let’s Drink.
To the dancers that we love to see,
In hopes they’ll give us their company,

Let’s Drink. Let’s Drink.
To all the friends we’vc lost over the years,
Let us all now raise our beers!
Let’s Drink. Let’s Drink.
To courts that always turn out screwy,
To giving scrolls by Jennifer Trethewy,
Let’s Drink. Let’s Drink.
To the Society as a whole,
To the Dream that is our goal,
Let’s Drink. Let’s Drink.
To Atenveldt born of  humble birth,
over the decades we’ve shown our worth!
Let’s Drink. Let’s Drink.

To Trebuchets fl inging their fruit,
And to avoiding a Police Pursuit!
Let’s Drink. Let’s Drink.
To Tow Trucks pulled out of  the Muck,
To grocery shopping dressed as Friar Tuck,
Let’s Drink. Let’s Drink.
To the one question we hear every day,
Are you on your way to a play?
Let’s Drink. Let’s Drink.

The Barony of  Atenveldt
In the known worlde the best
We know with the most talented
Of  people we are blessed
But know that there are some who stand
A cut above the rest
Oh, beware the champions of  Atenveldt, 
Atenveldt
Oh, beware the champions of  Atenveldt

Lord Konrad is our hard suit champ
A fi ghter bold is he
His prowess and his honor do

Embody chivalry
The sight of  him upon the fi eld
Will make our foes to fl ee
Oh, beware the hard suit champ of  Atenveldt, 
Atenveldt
Oh, beware the champions of  Atenveldt

Mouse is our rapier champion
A lass of  grace and charm
A fl ashing blade within her hand
A white scarf  on her arm
Her prowess makes our foes to quake
And fi lls them with alarm
Oh, beware the rapier champ of  Atenveldt, 

Beware the Champions of  Atenveldt
Sung to: God Rest ye Merry, Gentlemen

Words by: Lord Michael Sinestro
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Atenveldt
Oh, beware the champions of  Atenveldt

Our archery champ is Ursula
Her shafts fl y straight and true
And when we fi nd ourselves at war
She knows what she must do
Our foes she’ll surely pay in full
With the fruit of  the yew
Oh, beware the archery champ of  Atenveldt, 
Atenveldt
Oh, beware the champions of  Atenveldt

Now Quinn is our youth champion
Who stands upon this day
Inspiring all our other youths
To fi ght and serve and play
For it is sure the future of
Our barony are they
Oh, beware our fi ne youth champ of  Atenveldt, 
Atenveldt
Oh, beware the champions of  Atenveldt

See Master Ritchyrd in the arts
The best in all our land
Inspiring us with treasures fi ne

All done by his own hand (and feet)
And teaching us of  all his crafts
To help us understand
Oh, beware the A&S champ of  Atenveldt, 
Atenveldt
Oh, beware the champions of  Atenveldt

Lord Michael is our bardic champ
The circle he does run
Performing arts at kingdom for
The past fi ve years he’s won
Oh, there’s no doubt that he will be
A laurel before he’s done
Oh, beware the bardic champ of  Atenveldt, 
Atenveldt
Oh, beware the champions of  Atenveldt

And so with these fi ne champions
Our barony stands tall
With such folk to defend us we
Will surely never fall
Now let us with our glasses high
Sing praises to them all
And all hail the champions of  Atenveldt, 
Atenveldt
Oh, beware the champions of  Atenveldt
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It is diffi cult to know just how long fl ags, banners, and other symbols have been used for 
identifi cation because, as Smith says in Flags through the Ages and Across the World,

we do not know when or where mankind’s fi rst fl ag was raised, but the antiquity of  fl ags is hinted at by the 
fact that every example so far uncovered by archaeologists, even ones dating back fi ve thousand years, gives 
evidence of  a sophistication built on elaboration over time1

 Flags are a manifestation of  an old form of  human activity which is the making of  symbols.  The 
plasticity of  fl ags has probably made their use so extensive for so long.  Because fl ags are capable 
of  being used and seen by great numbers of  people simultaneously, they appear to have been in 
continuous use since antiquity.  In even the most ancient societies, fl ags were used to express unity 
and identify one group from another.  The fl ag, says Smith, “is an externalization of  the fears and 
hopes, the myths, and the magic of  those who carry it.”2

 Religious banners and standards were used extensively in medieval society, as were guild fl ags.  
These fl ags, tended to be unique examples, and it was possible to have very elaborate and costly designs made.  Among 
the materials used for such fl ags were linen, leather, and sendal, a fabric of  linen warp and silk weft.3
 The actual fl ags of  the period, says Locksley, were more often than not, painted,4 and this is corroborated 
by Smith who says it was common to appliqué or paint emblems on the fi eld; and that embroidery developed later,5 
although he does not specify a time period.
 In Cennini’s chapter “A Section Dealing with Work on Cloth:  First, Painting and Gilding,” he 
tells how to prepare cloth for painting and he mentions that you must [varnish them] afterward; because 
sometimes these banners, which are made for churches, get carried outdoors in the rain.1
 Two purposes for banner making are decorative and heraldic identifi cation (these will be 
determined by consultation with a Herald) a)Personal, b)Households, c)Baronial, and d)Kingdom.
 Fabrics that can be used are: Cotton, Canvass, Felt, Leather, Wool, Silk,  any Closely-woven fabrics, 
Rip stop nylon (would be my absolute last choice)  Note:  Lightweight fabrics will “fl utter” in the 
breeze and Heavyweight fabric such as wools will hang straighter.
 Heraldic colors are  limited to: red (gules) black (sable)  blue (azure) green (vert)  purple 
(purpure) gold (or) silver (argent)
 Decorative colors are not really limited, except, of  course, must be period colors, of  which there 
were many.    Usually these are just to add color inside a hall or in a camp.  Examples would be 
triangles, long rectangles, or even “wall hangings.”  The triangles and rectangles can be painted, of  
course, and the wall hangings would be of  some medieval or Renaissance activity.

 1. HERALDIC:  The device has already been approved and the colors chosen.  Size, shape, 
materials (fabric), and method must be determined.

1 .Dr. Whitney Smith, Flags Through the Ages and Across the World, McGraw-Hill Book Co. (UK) Limited, Maidenhead, England, 1975, p. 34
2 .Ibid, p. 37
3 .Ibid, p. 46
4 .Ioseph of Locksley, “Battle Flags and War Banners,” Tournaments Illuminated, Summer ASXXIV, Issue 91, p. 1
5 .Smith, p. 46

Banners & Fabric Painting
Mistress Fiona Gwyllt Wynne
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METHOD OF APPLYING DESIGNS TO BANNER
 There are many methods of  putting banners together.  Remember the purpose of  your banner; 
whether heraldic or decorative, and also keep in mind your own talents and abilities.  Whatever 
methods used can be designs from a book, a pattern, designs researched in books, or create your own 
design. 
 Appliqué:  This is a very durable method of  banner making. Banners made in appliqué style are 
often more elaborate in appearance.  Shapes are cut out of  the appliqué fabric and placed on the 
background by various methods
 Felt:   A quick and easy (down and dirty) way to make an appliquéd banner is to use felt.
 a. When making felt banners, appliqué (design) is glued on with white glue.  Believe it or not, 

these banners are quite durable and can withstand a lot of  inclement weather!
 b. Also wunder-under (or some form of  2-sided iron on facing) can be used to iron the appliqué 

on felt, but it must be stitched down if  not glued.
 Cross-Stitch is usually for the accomplished cross-stitcher, Remember when cross-stitching for 
a banner, that the cross-stitched design probably would be appliquéd to the banner material.  Also, 
this is not likely to be as durable in inclement weather, so you might want to do this only for indoor 
banners.
 Embroidery is also usually for the accomplished embroiderer, unless your design is very simple.  
Remember the design may be treated as an appliqué or it could be stitched directly to the banner.  In 
both embroidery and cross-stitch, one must remember that banners take a beating from wind and 
occasional rain (not to mention the glorious Aten sun), so extensive work could be damaged.  As with 
cross-stitch, this should probably be considered a “hall” banner.
 Painted, my personal favorite and probably the most durable for outdoor banners, is the painted 
banner.  The material to be used here should be a cotton or cotton/poly blend and should be a 
tightly-woven fabric.  I have used cotton duck, sport weight, and other tightly-woven fabrics.  Do not 
buy a loose weave.  It will not work.  You will not be happy with the results!  You may use: 
 a. acrylic paints (thinned with fabric extender medium. I prefer ceramcoat paint and Jo Sonia’s 

fabric extender.  I also use Liquitex fabric extender 
 b. fabric paints (I haven’t had much luck, but perhaps I haven’t found the right brand)
 c. fabric pens - I have seen banners done with these and they have been quite effective.
 d. DO NOT USE drizzle paints...they could never pass as period.

 Painted banners will be durable (provided you use a good fabric) and will take a lot of  abuse.  If  
you use washable fabric, your banners will be washable, provided you have used your paints properly.
 Painted banners would also include silk and leather, both of  which can be dyed as well as painted 
(as could fabric...but fabric to be dyed should be a natural fabric rather than a blend).  
 Leather is quite good for a smaller banner or pennant.  There are paints and dyes designed for use 
on leather.  Acrylic paints could also be used.  Leather is very period.
 Silk - painting and/or dyeing on silk is a very specifi c process.  Having very little experience with it, 
I will  not cover it here, although much of  the information on painting would also cover silk.
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There are many uses for fabric painting such as: Banners, clothing, wall hangings, table covers, 
favors....anything you wish to paint!!!  See article Beyond Banners: Heraldic Display in The Kingdom Of  
Atenveldt by Bannthegn Alianora da Lyshåret, on page ..

ADDITIONAL SUPPLIES:
Good  brushes - they are expensive and fabric painting does wear them out!  You will need a 
fl at, and an angled brush; one that will cover a large surface; and a fi ne liner brush which has a 
long tapered bristle. 

Some sort of  water jar to rinse your brushes (never, never, never leave your brushes in the jar 
on the bristles!!!!

Lots of  paper towels
A painting shirt (one that you don’t mind getting paint on -- you will, and it NEVER comes 

out!)
Something to hold your paint (you can buy commercial paint palettes, but plastic egg cartons are 

better -- they hold a little more paint and are fairly inexpensive) - if  I am using a lot of  paint of  
one color (or if  I have mixed a special color), I usually put the paint in a small bowl (a custard 
cup, actually) and as long as you wash it as soon as you are fi nished, it will wash right out...
otherwise, you will have to scrape it off!

Some kind of  permanent pen to draw on your design (I use a very fi ne line micro-pen that can 
be purchased at Michaels or any art store).

A light board if  you have one (or put your design on the window to trace)
A “stretcher” frame if  you are painting a very large object such as a panel or large banner.

Painting techniques:
 Thinning your paint:   Paint can be thinned with a medium extender, or with water.  I fi nd that using 
the extender on smaller projects is very satisfactory; however, with large projects I always use water...
partly because of  the expense (extender is not cheap!). Liquitex can be found at Michaels in the arts 
section where the oil paints are, or online.  I do prefer Jo Sonia’s fabric medium but it must be ordered 
on line from www.dickblick.com.
 Thinning with extender:  you will mix the extender and the paint approximately half-and-half.  
The paint should be thin enough to spread, but not so thin it runs...usually there is no problem with 
extender...you just need to get it to a smooth consistency.  Test it in a scrap of  fabric before using it 
on your design.  Do not use the Ceramcoat extender as it is too thick.  .
 Thinning with water: this is trickier...it is very easy to get too much water and to have it run all over 
your painting.  The saving grace of  acrylic is that you can paint over it; however, too much and you 
have a mess!  Also, I keep a medicine dropper handy and a small cup of  clean water as occasionally 
you  might need a drop of  water, even in your paint that has been mixed with extender
 Stretching Your Fabric:
Whatever you are painting, you will want to make it taut!  If  you are painting a smaller article, you 
may use a “coated shirt board” that can be purchased online at www.dickblick.com (Artmate T-shirt 
Board 8.99 price may be higher now).  Fabric stores and Michaels no longer carry the boards.  I use large 
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quilting straight pins to pin the fabric onto the board.  If  you are making a very large wall hanging, for 
example, you may need to build stretcher bars, similar to what artists use for canvass.  Stretching is a 
must!
 “Surface” painting:
This technique involves painting on the “surface” of  your fabric.  It will soak through; however, so 
you may want to line your fabric after it is painted, unless you plan to hang it in such a way that the 
back will not show.  No, forget that.  You need to line the fabric if  it is a banner!

 “Scrub” Painting:
This is more of  a style where the paint is “scrubbed” into the material.  This one I have not yet used, 
but this will undoubtedly soak through as well.
 Usually after painting your design, you will want to fi ne-line with black; however on an extremely 
large painting you may not need to do so.
 Clean your brushes when you are fi nished!  Do not leave them sitting in the water.  Use a liquid 
soap, hand soap or dish soap to clean them and then put them in your empty water jar, with the 
bristles up!  There are also various commercial cleaners for your brushes.  You will want to take care 
of  them, especially after you realize how much of  an investment you will have in them!
 Permanent banners should be lined to give them a fi nished look, and it is best to line them with a material of  the 
same or similar weight as the ground fabric.  Remember that banners often hang free or are carried in procession, so 
spending some time and consideration on the lining will be worth it
 THREAD can be used in many forms in creating decorative banners.  I cannot stress this 
enough:  NEVER, NEVER, NEVER use anything but GOOD thread.  Do not put your time, 
talent and effort on cheap materials!!!  You do not want your banners to fall apart in inclement 
weather!

Please contact me at any time if  you have any questions about fabric painting, redragon9@comcast.net
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A translation of  an intriguing guide to methods of  painting, written in 15th century Florence.  A must have book for 
artisans!  I have this book.

Diehl, Daniel and Mark Donnelly, Medieval Celebrations, Chapter 6, “Decorating in the Medieval Style,” Pages 39-41.  
(Note: While this is not about banners, per se, it is about fabric painting wall hangings, so should be of  interest.  Daniel is Master John the 
Artifi cer and he has a permanent booth at Pennsic.)
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Beyond Banners: Heraldic Display in the Kingdom of  Atenveldt
Alianora da Lyshåret

We engage in heraldic display for the same reasons as the Medieval European nobility: To identify 
retainers; our property; to show allegiance; and ourselves; to assert rank and position; and to decorate 
our environment. 
As in Medieval Europe, opportunities for heraldic display aren’t limited to fl ags, banners and shields. 
Just as Medieval nobility did, you can put your armory on just about anything in your SCA kit, includ-
ing clothing, accessories, furniture, boxes, tents, architectural features- and even pets and livestock.
Clothing is a common and effective medium for heraldic display, and you don’t need to limit your use 
of  your heraldry to martial surcotes, cloaks and tabards. You can put your heraldry on just about any 
garment, in either a large shield display or in a “diapering” or “powdering” (A repeat design that cov-
ers an area.) of  smaller charges. 

Suggestions
For heraldic terms defi nitions and descriptions:
    http://www.heraldsnet.org/saitou/parker/Jpintro.htm
For costume terms try:
http://www.furman.edu/~kgossman/history/midages/terms.htm or check with a costume dictionary 
at the library.

Cotehardies
• A parti-colored cotehardie with a solid side and the other a diapering of  your main charge.
• Your entire arms on parti-color in large appliqué over one half  or overall counterchanged.
• Another cotehardie treatment for ladies: Your heraldic colors in checks or stripes on one side, with 

your arms on the skirt of  the other side. Or, your heraldic colors, one color on top and hem, em-
battled or dagged, with the other taking up the area between.

Diehl, Daniel, Constructing Medieval Furniture, Chapter 5, “Painting Wall Hanging,” pages 31-34.  (In case you want to try 
a large wall hanging, this chapter will be very helpful.  It is by Master Brendan Brisbane of  Brendan’s Banners).

Locksley, Ioseph of, “Battle Flags and War Banners,” Tournaments Illuminated, Summer 1980, #55

Locksley, Ioseph of, “Decorative Heraldry,” Tournaments Illuminated, Summer AS XXIV Issue 91, p. 15-17.

Pacchioni, Eirika Francesca, “Banners for Beginners,” Tournaments Illuminated, Spring 1991, A.S.XXVI, Issue 98, 
Milpitas, CA, p. 31-33.

Smith, Dr. Whitney, Flags Through the Ages and Across the World, McGraw-Hill Book Co. (UK) Limited, 
Maidenhead, England, 1975.
(This book is a defi nitive work on all forms and uses of  fl ags from antiquity to current usage.   I now have a copy of  this book.)
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• Alternate your arms and badge on a wide stripe of  rectangles down the center.
• A large depiction of  your main charge, or entire arms on one side of  the skirt.
• Quarter your arms with a diapering of  a charge from your arms or badge.
• Diaper your shield or lozenge all over the garment.
• A line of  charges or shields around the hem.
• Your badge or device on the sleeve at shoulder or forearm.
• Tiny shields or roundels at the ends of  tippets (Note: Though this is a popular SCA embellish-

ment any design on a tippet is controversial, with arguments for or against this in period. Keep it 
in mind if  you are entering an arts competition.)

Surcotes
• A lady’s sideless surcote can be partied per pale, with diapering, or checks and stripes in her he-

raldic colors, or with an appliqué of  her arms on skirt or a smaller shield or lozenge on the chest. 
Another suggestion would be a plasteron in a wide stripe down the center with alternating arms 
and badge.

• A gentleman’s surcote or cyclas can use many of  the same treatments.

Tunics
• Embroidered trim with a linear repeat of  your arms or badge, in a shield, roundel or rectangle, at 

neckline, sleeves and hem.
• Romanesque horizontal stripe embellishments with a heraldic design.
• Your shield on the chest below one shoulder.
• Your arms in a larger shield or lozenge center chest.
• Badge in roundel or shields diapered overall on a dalmatica.

http://www.virtue.to/articles/images/1300s_real_dalmatic_lg.jpg

Cloaks and Mantles
• In the simplest form, the mantle of  estate bore only the arms in a large shield on the back.
• A common form of  display, particularly for members of  knightly orders, was to place a charge or 

shield on one shoulder, at the point of  the shoulder, point down. In spite of  some assertions that 
these displays should only be on the right shoulder, period art shows them worn on either shoul-
der. It would be a good idea for an order, household or other group to keep the display consistent 
to one shoulder.

• Gothic illuminations, especially in France, show many mantles with overall diapering of  heraldic 
charges. 

• Huge appliqués or embroidery of  charges as on this coronation mantle:
• http://www.virtue.to/articles/images/1133_real_mantle.jpg
• Heraldic theme orphreys perhaps alternating your arms and badge with the badges of  your orders.
• Arms in full heraldic achievement on the center back.
• SCA peers commonly work charges and badges of  their orders into the heraldic display of  their 

mantles of  estate, either separately, or worked into their achievements of  arms.
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• Headdress:
• Heraldic charges or shields on hood battlements and dags.
• On a cloth circlet.
• Arms & insignia of  rank carved, engraved or attached onto coronets. 
• On a hat- woven, appliquéd or on an attached metal pin, or woven into a hatband.

Accessories
• Painted or embroidered in a shield, lozenge or diapered on the vamp of  a shoe.
• Belts: Painted and/or carved down the strap length, heraldic charges or insignia of  rank in the 

form of  metal mounts, painted or carved shields on belt tips (In the SCA, this would commonly 
be the arms of  the peer to whom the wearer is in service.)

• Your arms embroidered, painted or appliquéd on the backhand and/or gantlet of  a glove.
• Heraldic display knitted or woven into stockings.
• Belt bags and purses were among the most popular and elaborately decorated accessories used in 

period heraldic display. In the 13th through 16th centuries, almoner’s purses (An example, though 
this one isn’t heraldic can be seen at: http://www.doctorbeer.com/joyce/emb/almpouch/alm-
pouch.htm)

• worked in Opus Anglicanum and Or Nué would feature lifelike scenes of  courtly love, with heral-
dic elements worked into the scenery. Other forms of  heraldic bag decoration were as simple as a 
shield embroidered on the front or fl ap, or diapered all over the bag.

• Painted on a sword scabbard.
• You could paint or embroider your arms on one corner of  your handkerchiefs.

Jewelry
• Collars of  estate are often made up of  components of  the wearer’s heraldic charges and insignia 

of  rank. These could be cast metal or enameled components.
(Note that such collars are reserved to royalty, peers, landed barons and a few others.)

• Signet rings of  your arms or badge for sealing letters.
• Necklaces with charges as components of  the chain.

Household and Camp items
• Painted, stenciled, block printed or woven hangings with shields or charges diapered overall or 

scenes with heraldic elements worked in.
• Painted and/or carved wooden furniture such as chests tables and chairs.
• Tents are an excellent opportunity for heraldic display. The inner and outer walls, seams, dags and 

embattlements of  the canvas are all traditional placements for shields and charges.
• Tubs and barrels can be painted with heraldic themes.
• Linens, such as tablecloths and napkins can be embroidered, appliquéd or painted.
• Camp walls and pennant barrier ropes can be painted with household and personal arms.
• Shield lozenge and roundel shaped wooden plaques can be painted and pole mounted at camp 

entrances.
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• Pillows and cushions with your shield or lozenge embroidered on them.
• Glassware, ceramics, utensils, plates and other tableware can be painted, carved, cast, mounted or 

etched with your heraldry.
• Stained glass was a very popular medium for heraldic display in period.
• Personal items such as combs, cosmetic containers and mirrors were often heraldically decorated 

in period.

Four legged friends
Horses, dogs and even elephants were heraldically decorated in period.
• You can make a caparison for your dog- or horse if  you have one to dress up. - Featuring your 

heraldic colors and your arms and badges.
• Heraldically decorated dog collars.

I suppose you could caparison your cat if  she’d tolerate it, though I can’t fi nd documentation for it.

Ambiance and Disguise
The undocumentable things that help cover unsightly modern items: 
• Paint or stencil your arms and badges on the cloth cover-ups that you make for your ice chest, 

camp chairs, barbecues and plastic boxes.
• Put up a canvas wall around your modern tent with your charges diapered overall.

Just for fun- or, if  you can’t hide it, decorate it!
• Paint your arms on shield or lozenge-shaped magnetized sheets to slap on your car’s doors or 

hood.
• Paint your arms on your tourney trailer.

Materials and techniques
 We can’t begin to cover the details of  this topic in one article, but generally: For clothing, peri-
od techniques included painting, stenciling and block printing, but the most common techniques were 
embroidery, appliqué, or some combination of  the two. Embroideries were worked in silk, wool and 
precious metals, with precious and semi precious beads often used as well.
 Metals were stamped, cast, enameled and engraved. Most commonly, pewter and precious met-
als were used for heraldic display.
 Wooden objects were carved, painted and enameled and glassware was sometimes etched.
Leather can be carved, stamped, painted, or studded with metal mounts.

Execution and Documentation
 Heraldic display is often a category the Arts and Sciences competitions. If  you wish to enter an 
item in this or any other A & S competition, it’s always best to research fi rst, then start on your proj-
ect.
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 Find as many references to your object and as many pictures of  examples as you can. How was 
it constructed? When and where did it exist and what materials were used?  If  you cannot obtain or 
afford accurate period materials, fi nd a modern analog and explain why you used it in your documen-
tation.
 
Clothing and embroidery
 Use period fabrics such as linen, wool, and silk. Use period embroidery fi bers- wool and silk. 
For metal embroidery, Japan gold and silver and gold and silver perle are the preferred analogs as they 
best imitate period metal threads. Use period stitches. Avoid modern techniques like counted cross-
stitch. Research period embroidery techniques. Hand embroidery is far preferred to machine embroi-
dery and discouraged for A & S entries. (It’s just fi ne for personal decoration.)
Particularly in the area of  painted fabrics, many people have been (wrongly) led to believe that it 
wasn’t done in period. So, if  your technique falls into one of  these controversial areas you’ll need 
documentation to back it up. 
 Find examples of  similar period heraldic display on garments and accessories. Consult a herald 
on SCA and Kingdom rules and conventions for display.

Woodwork
 Read about period objects, the types of  wood and construction techniques used. Find out 
about period paints and carving techniques. Find period examples of  the way you want to compose 
your heraldic display on your furniture or box.

Personal, camp, household, tableware and other items
 The same as all the above. Lots of  reading, consult with other artisans, and fi nd period exam-
ples and references.

Atenveldt and Heraldic Restrictions:
 We all know that the SCA has many areas in which our practices stray from those of  our pe-
riod. We have rules and conventions peculiar to our organization which will sometimes confl ict with 
historical accuracy. The trick is to be as accurate as possible without violating SCA heraldic conven-
tions or Kingdom sumptuary traditions. 
 Be aware that the rules of  heraldic display in sumptuary tradition change from time to time.
• 

Coronets & metal circlets are restricted to Royalty, Barons, Thegns, Bannthegns and Royal Peers.
• Collars of  Estate are restricted to Royalty, Peers Territorial Barons, Offi cers of  State and holders 

of  certain awards and/or members of  certain orders.
• Only members of  an order may display the insignia or badges of  that order.
• Only the King and Queen and their respective heralds & champions may display the King’s (King-

dom) or Queen’s arms.
• Only the Baron and Baroness and their respective heralds & champions may display the Barony’s 
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arms.
• The Seneschal of  a smaller branch has the prerogative of  displaying shire, march, canton or col-

lege arms.
• (Recent Observation) The quartering or impalement of  personal arms with a sun in splendor or 
fi reball proper seems to have become a prerogative of  Former Aten Crowns and Solar Princ/esses 
respectively. (Those would be Dukes, Duchesses, Counts, Countesses, Viscounts and Viscount-
esses.)

• You may not display your arms crested with or containing ducal, baronial, county or viscounty 
coronets unless you personally hold that rank. 

 Consult the college of  heralds whenever you are in doubt about the nature or contents of  your 
heraldic display project.
 For your own arms, badges or device, you may display and arrange them in any way that isn’t 
presumptuous. You may display your arms with insignia of  any order to which you belong. You may 
display your household badge, the Kingdom ensign and populace badges, and the populace badge of  
your barony, shire or college. (See Resources, below.)

Resources & Bibliography
Populace Badges:
Kingdom Populace Ensign:
 Per pale argent and azure, a sun in his splendour.
The Barony of  Atenveldt:
 (Fieldless) Two palm trees trunks in saltire argent.
The Barony of  Tir Ysgithr:
 Per fess azure and Or, in canton a bezant charged with a boar’s head erased close reversed 
sable.
The Barony of  Sundragon:
 Per fess argent and azure, a rainbow gules, argent, azure, Or and purpure, clouded argent.
The Barony of  Twin Moons:
 Azure, a pall inverted bretessed argent.
The Barony of  Ered Sul:
 Azure, a mountain of  three peaks issuant from base vert, fi mbriated and snowcapped argent.
The Barony of  Mons Tonitrus:
 Argent, a pile inverted sable, surmounted by a chevron inverted counterchanged

Other branch armory blazons can be found by doing a name search at http://oanda.sca.org/oanda_
np.cgi

For online resources, see the upcoming revised version of  this article on 
Dame Hrefna karsefni’s SCA blog, Hrefna’s Helpful Hints: http://www.hrefna.org
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Catapult is a generic term that describes any mechanical devise that hurls projectiles through the air.  
This missive will focus on the most common forms of  catapults, or mechanical artillery, routinely 
used by armies of  all nations through most of  history, a brief  description of  the machines, their uses, 
and their drawbacks and superiorities.

There are three main styles of  mechanical artillery, named so for the way they impart power to their 
respective projectiles.  Those styles are: tension, torsion, and gravity. 

Tension style would include Bows, Crossbows, the Belly Bow or Gastraphetes, “Slapboard” Ballista, 
the Bow Onager or Spoonapult, and the Chinese Triple Crossbow.

The fi rst three: bows, crossbows, and the Gastraphetes all operate with the use of  some form of  
hardwood or composite made bow, across the ends of  which is stretched a bowstring.  This bowstring 
imparts power to the usually arrow or bolt style projectile.  These are largely shorter ranged; up to 400 
yards, and the technology they employ is some of  the oldest.  This however, does not diminish their 
value on the battle fi eld.  In fact bows and crossbows have been used throughout history and up until 
today.  The Gastraphetes disappeared from history with the advent of  the much larger and stronger 
torsion style ballista.

The “slap board” onager is just that.  A fl exible board was mounted to a static frame at the lower end.  
A trough was mounted tangentially near the top of  the fl exible board, in which a loose arrow or bolt 
was placed.  The fl exible board was drawn back and released so that the top end of  the board would 
strike the knock end of  the arrow, thus sending it along a fl ight path.  This is an ineffi cient use of  the 
power in the fl exible board and would have had an extremely limited range.  Few period examples of  
this type exist, and only in illustrated form.  A much better use of  the board’s potential energy would 
be in use as a bow.

The bow onager is also an ineffi cient use of  power.  A large composite or hardwood bow is mounted 
to the subsidiary structure of  a frame lying on the ground.  A throwing arm with either a spoon 
or sling on the top end is hinged in the center of  the ground frame so that the bowstring contacts 
the back of  the throwing arm.  As the arm is pulled down and away from the subsidiary structure, 
the bow imparts power to the throwing arm.  The arm is released, sending a projectile fl ying.  This 
design was used to employ the power of  the bow, but in such a manner as to hurl round stone 
projectiles instead of  arrows.  Again, not many examples of  this type of  catapult exist and are mainly 
illustrations.  

Probably the most successful application of  tension power is the Chinese triple crossbow.  A 
regular crossbow design is augmented by a second reverse facing and a third forward facing bow.  A 
bowstring is threaded through a system of  pulleys in a manner so that when the string is pulled the 
fi rst bow bends to the rear, the second bow bends toward the front, and the third bow bends to the 

Basic Mechanical Artillery: An Introduction to Catapults
Doughal Stewart
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rear as well.  This in effect imparts the power of  three similar sized crossbows into one unit.  It is 
purported that larger versions of  this device could hurl an arrow up to a mile and was used by the 
Chinese until the advent of  gunpowder.

The torsion powered catapults are in two families: the ballistea and the mangonels.  Ballistea include 
the Euthytone, Palintone, and Hatra, or Cheiroballistra.   

Both the Euthytone and Palintone are constructed in a similar manner.  A large frame is built with 
two vertical skeins of  elastic strands at both sides.  This frame is attached to a projectile trough in 
much the same manner as a crossbow.  The trough also acts as platform for a winching device to pull 
back the bow string.  A small throwing arm is placed in the center of  each of  the skeins.  They skeins 
are twisted to impart tension on the throwing arms and a bowstring is strung between the two.  The 
bowstring is drawn back by the winch and; in the case of  the Euthytone an arrow is placed in the 
trough.  The bowstring is released, hurling the arrow at one’s opponents.  In the case of  the Palintone, 
the trough is shaped differently so that a stone can be fi red.  The skein frame and skeins are usually 
larger as well to accommodate the heavier weight of  the stones.

The Hatra or Cheiroballistra is similar in shape and design as the ballista above.  However, in this case, 
the frame is much wider to accommodate throwing arms that are mounted so that when tensioned, 
point toward the front of  the machine instead of  the rear.  As the bowstring is pulled back the arms 
come back and together in the center of  the frame, over the projectile trough.  This change in torsion 
direction allows the arms to be pulled back through a full 90 degrees of  arc instead of  the 35 to 45 
degrees in the other ballistae.  This puts much more power to the string and the projectile.  Ranges on 
this type of  ballista easily exceed 400 yards.  It also means that a lighter, smaller engine can be used 
in place of  one of  much larger stature to the same effect.  The only drawback is this style of  ballista 
would more that likely be used in an offensive capability due to the forward thrusting throwing arms.  
The other ballistea could be used in a more confi ned space such as in a fortifi cation and pressed up 
against an embrasure.  This style was used in both a large scale artillery version and a smaller scale 
crossbow version. 

The Onager, or Scorpion, and the Espringald belong in the Mangonel family of  catapults.  The 
Espringald is similar in design to the Cheiroballistra.  However, instead of  being mounted to a 
freestanding pivoting mount, as in the case of  all the ballistea, the Espringald’s torsion bundles are 
mounted in a large, immobile box type frame.  The arms were drawn back and the unit is loaded 
in a similar way as the Cheiroballistra.  It is in how the unit was deployed where we see the major 
difference.  While the Cheiroballistra could be used as a fi led piece, the Espringald was used mainly 
as a breech defense device.  A single or series of  Espringalds would be loaded and positioned behind 
a door or wall on the verge of  being overrun.  As the breech was opened, the Espringald would be 
fi red into the onrushing troops.  The force of  impact would be so great as to be able to penetrate 
several ranks of  men before becoming inert.  This deployment would leave the Espringald to a largely 
defensive, one time use type role in battle.
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The Onager combines the increased arm rotation of  the Cheiroballistra, the mechanical advantage 
of  the sling, and the simplicity of  a single skein into one machine.  The onager is a rectangular 
shaped ground frame with an upright subsidiary structure which acts as an arm stop.  The torsion 
skein is located between the main ground joists and the throwing arm is placed in its center.  The 
skein is tensioned so that the arm is forced against the arm stop.  A sling is attached to the top of  
the throwing arm.  The arm is winched back, a projectile is loaded into the sling, and then the arm 
is released to send the projectile skyward.  The range is comparable to the dual skein ballistea and is 
just as accurate; however one has to move the entire machine to aim it.  Another advantage the single 
skein provides is a more compact design which uses less wood and is simpler to produce than the 
ballistea.

Gravity is the driving force behind the Trebuchet family of  catapults.  These include the Traction 
Trebuchet, the Fixed Counterweight Trebuchet, and the Hanging Weight Trebuchet.

Originating in the Arab world, most trebuchet built in Medieval Europe were of  a similar fashion. 
Two large “A” frames were built and mounted so that there was a clear space between the two.  In this 
clear space, from a pivoting axle, was mounted a throwing arm.  The throwing arm was set up so that 
there was a longer and shorter end.  From the shorter end a weight, some ropes, or both were hung 
and from the longer, usually a sling, but sometimes a spoon was mounted.

The Traction trebuchet used ropes and the power of  people pulling on them to fi re projectiles.  While 
this allowed for quick reloading, the range was limited by the number of  people used and the amount 
they could pull.  Also a level of  discipline was involved in getting large numbers of  people to pull at 
the same time. 

Trebuchet built in the China, varied in the form of  their mountings, but still worked using similar 
principals of  lever action and largely followed the traction style of  power.  Chinese trebuchet came on 
mobile carts, lean-to type stands, but most notably on a single pole.  The Xuanfeng, or “Whirlwind” 
trebuchet was mounted, sometimes on a mobile platform, to a small cube like base from the center 
of  which was mounted a single vertical pole.  The throwing was then attached to the top of  this pole.  
While the Whirlwind could cover a given area from a single position with relative ease, it was limited 
in its overall mobility by its relatively small base.    

A fi xed counterweight trebuchet has weight directly attached to the short end of  the throwing arm.  
This makes for a simpler machine, but causes a recoil action that propagates through the entire frame 
causing the machine to buck in the direction of  fi re.  One solution to this problem was to put the 
trebuchet on wheels.  The wheels allow the entire machine to rock back and forth as the energy from 
the counterweight dissipates.  This prevents the trebuchet from trying to fl ip itself  over.  Tracks were 
added later to reduce wear on the wheels.
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About this same time someone fi gured out that hanging the counterweight by ropes and then later 
a pivoting frame and box was much better.  This adaptation meant that the trebuchet didn’t move 
from its base.  The machine was safer and could handle much larger counterweights.  At their height, 
hanging weight trebuchet could support weights of  up to two tons.  These incredible counterweights 
could propel a 250 pound projectile up to 450 yards with devastating effect.  All this weight, though, 
made the trebuchet largely immobile.  While some modicum of  directional control was attained by 
moving the projectile trough from side to side between the “A” frames, these massive structures which 
took days to build were relegated to large fortifi cation reduction.  

The munitions that these engines of  war could exploit varied as greatly as the engines themselves, but 
fall into four main categories: bolts, stones, incendiaries, and biologics.

Bolts are long shafted projectiles with some form of  sharp point at the front and a form of  fl etching 
at the knock.  Bolts are generally shorter and of  a thicker diameter than a regular arrow.  The bolt 
head, as the arrow head, could take on nearly any shape, but one of  the most used was the Bodkin 
head.  The Bodkin was a pointed head formed from a bar of  square stock metal.  The head was 
mounted to the wooden shaft by the tubular shaped rear socket which was bored out in a conical 
shape to accept the wooden shaft.  The fl etchings while feather shaped, were of  a lighter weight metal 
like copper or brass.  And instead of  the traditional three, there were usually only two, made from a 
single piece of  material.  

Accurate records for stone projectiles only come to us from the Greeks and Romans because they 
were the fi rst to implement standardized projectiles.  While stones were used throughout history, 
during the Dark and Middle Ages they were used mostly on an ad-hoc basis in generically designed 
one time use only trebuchet.  The ballistea the Romans designed were based on complex mathematical 
calculations for very specifi c purposes and maintained as capitol investments for long lived 
fortifi cations.  Their artillery were also used as naval and to a lesser extent, fi eld pieces.

The most common used stone sizes were 10, 15, 20, 30, and 50 minea; one mina being approximately 
one pound.  Larger sizes included the 1, 2, and 2 ½ talent stones, a talent being 60 minea.  The stones 
were of  a largely spherical shape but left rough hewn and not polished smooth.  One might imagine 
that the Romans fi gures that the rough exterior acted the same way on the stones as the divots do on 
a modern golf  ball.  But it is probably closer to the truth that it was just quicker and easier to leave 
them unfi nished.  The Romans mass produced and stored large caches of  standardized caliber stones.

Incendiary devices took the form of  large clay pots.  These pots were fi lled with a fl ammable mixture 
of  petroleum and naptha making what would later be known as Greek Fire.  A wick was placed in 
the lid of  the jar and the caustic cocktail was ignited when the pot struck a solid object and shattered 
on impact.  Another form on incendiary was a tightly bound ball of  brush and twigs.  This ball was 
soaked in Greek Fire, ignited, and then shot in the direction of  the enemy.
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Biologics, while not limited to the Middle Ages, is where they are best known for being used.  This 
usually came in the form of  a dead or diseased animal carcass thrown into a besieged city to infect 
and terrify the population.  Human remains, animal and human feces were also used.  

Despite the onslaught of  gunpowder into projectile propulsion, mechanical artillery was able to 
maintain a presence well into the 20th century.  

During the trench warfare of  World War One, a need arose for small pieces which could fi re existing 
grenades from your trench to your enemies.  All sides developed some type of  grenade throwing 
devices but the most notable were the Leach Trench gun and the West Spring gun.  Both weapons 
were developed by the British and used by American and French forces as well.  The Russians also 
developed a grenade throwing device.  

The Leach Trench gun was a four foot long “Y” shaped device.  It had a large rubber band stretched 
between the ends of  the “Y”.  The band was pulled back, a grenade inserted into the band, and then 
the band was released to fi re the weapon.  This was a very rudimentary weapon and suffered from 
bands that were not consistent in manufacture and that fatigued with use.  Plus, the grenade would 
often fall out of  the band upon fi ring.

The West Spring gun can best be described as a treb-u-pult.  It utilized a throwing arm mounted in a 
similar fashion as a regular trebuchet. But instead of  a traction or counterweight, an array of  vertically 
mounted coil springs was used to provide power.  The entire device was about the size of  a small sofa.  
It was cocked with long levers and a grenade was placed into a cup at the end of  the throwing arm.  
The French used a version of  the gun which had horizontally mounted springs and was on wheel.

The latest use of  mechanical artillery in combat was reported in 1969 by Colonel David H. 
Hackworth.  A unit of  Viet Cong used a “catapult not unlike the ones used in medieval times” against 
an American fi re base in the Mekong Delta.
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Illustration below is from ‘The Study of  Man’, by Alfred C. Haddon, published 1898 by G. P. 
Putnam’s Sons. Downloaded from Wikipedia5*.
The bullroarer is an ancient (dating back to Paleolithic times5) musical instrument/toy that has been 
found throughout the inhabited world5. Primitive societies on all continents used (and still use) it for 
ritual purposes4, but among Europeans in Medieval and Renaissance times it was simply a toy for 
children1 (although it may have been used for ritual purposes in earlier times. In particular, in parts of  
Scotland it was known as a ‘thunder-spell’ and was believed to protect against lightning5).
 In European cultures bullroarers were made for children. As for who made them, anyone with 
the most basic woodworking skills could have done so; parents, other relatives, possibly even the 
children themselves. They were also among the many toys available for sale at the fairs that were held 
throughout Europe1.
 The instrument consists of  a piece of  wood attached to a string2. The wood piece comes in 
various shapes in different cultures; European models tend toward rectangular5, possibly because it is 
the easiest shape to make (why put more work into a toy if  you have no ritual reason for doing so). 
The length of  the piece varies from several inches to a foot3 (one of  my sources5 says 2 feet; that 
would take one strong man to swing), with the width varying from ½ inch to 2 inches5. I have found 
no fi gures on thickness, but the piece is typically shaped into an airfoil5, so you need some wood to 
work with. The edges are typically serrated2.
 I have also found no information on the length of  the string, other than that it is ‘long’4.
 In use, a slight twist is put into the string, and then the string is held while the wooden part is 
whirled over the head5 (one of  my references4 says that the instrument is swung in a vertical plane, i.e. 
in front of  the user, and it does work that way, but swinging it overhead provides more room). The 
wooden part spins on its axis as it is whirled around, producing a whirring sound (note that it usually 
takes several seconds of  spinning before the sound starts). The sound is intermittent, as the string 
winds and unwinds fi rst in one direction and then the other. Varying the free length of  the string and/
or the speed at which the instrument is swung changes the sound.

* Subscripted numerals refer to numbered sources in the bibliography.

Materials and techniques
 The piece is made of  pine, a wood that was readily available in Europe in 
Medieval and Renaissance times2. I have found no information on what kinds of  
woods were used for making bullroarers in period, but I suspect that the makers made 
use of  any scrap material that happened to be available1. I chose pine because it is 
readily available, inexpensive, and easy to work.
 The dimensions are 6”L x 1 ½”W x ¼”D. My intention was to make the piece 

Bullroarer
Lord Michael Sinestro
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large enough to (hopefully) produce a loud sound, but small enough to be practical for indoor 
demonstrations.
 The hole for the string was made with a Dremel tool. A Medieval or Renaissance artisan would 
have used a hand drill, which I do not have (do they even MAKE hand drills anymore?).
 The piece was formed into an airfoil shape using sandpaper. A Medieval or Renaissance artisan 
would have carved the piece with a knife, a skill that I have never been able to master (and with my 
hands getting shakier with each passing year, it is likely that I will NEVER master it).
 The notches in the edges of  the piece were made with a triangular fi le. Again, a Medieval or 
Renaissance artisan would have carved them with a knife, and the reason for the substitution is the 
same as in the last paragraph (my strength in the arts is in research, not in actually making things).
 I applied a wax to the piece to protect it from the elements. I have found no evidence that this 
was done in Medieval or Renaissance times. It has no discernable effect on the performance of  the 
piece.
 The string is made of  hemp, which was widely used in Medieval and Renaissance times 
for making cordage2. I tried a cotton string and a leather thong, but the hemp gives much better 
performance than either of  those.
 I applied a drop of  glue to the knot in the string to ensure that it will not come undone. I have 
no evidence that this was done in Medieval or Renaissance times; it is strictly a safety measure to 
ensure that the piece will not change categories from toys and games to arms and armor.
 At fi rst I swung the piece at a moderate speed, both to minimize the possibility of  accidents 
and to minimize wear and tear on my arm. This produced disappointing results; not only was the 
sound not very loud, but there was virtually no difference in performance between the carefully 
shaped piece that I put so much work into and an unshaped piece of  the same size.
 Swinging the piece as fast as I could manage produced much better (though still not earth-
shaking) results, along with a clear difference in performance between the shaped and unshaped 
pieces. I also found swinging the piece as fast as I could to be VERY tiring, and I can not keep it up 
for long.
 I would like to try a larger piece to see how much louder a sound can be produced, but given 
the diffi culty of  swinging this small one, I doubt that I could swing a larger one fast enough to be 
effective.
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In every Western European language except English the word for knight also means horseman: cheva-
lier, Ritter, cavaliere, caballero. The English word has quite another derivation, coming from the Ang-
lo-Saxon cniht, a servant; it is the same word as Knecht in modern German. The knight as a man on 
horseback is a familiar image, but the knight as servant does not fi t with our preconceived ideas. Yet 
it is exactly this dual element, of  skill in both horsemanship and service, that gives the knight — and 
chivalry — its peculiar quality Richard Barber, The Reign of  Chivalry
 You would think, after all these centuries and countless studies (many of  them book-length), 
that medieval historians and scholars would fully understand the nature and infl uence of  chivalry by 
now. Apparently not so. Scholars as recently as 2007 have debated not only the defi nition of  chivalry, 
but whether the chivalric ideal really existed in daily (we might say mundane) life beyond the literature 
of  the courtly romance and the heroic quest. Scholars of  literature seem to present little disagree-
ment on the infl uence of  the ideal of  chivalry on literary works: it’s pervasive. From Gawain and the 
Green Knight, Geoffrey Chaucer, and Marie de France, to Malory’s Morte Darthur, the romances of  
Chrétien de Troyes and the Chanson de Roland — all texts of  the high Middle Ages — there are clear 
examples of  chivalry, but perhaps even more, critiques of  it. Indeed, literary scholars are more likely 
to disagree about what constitutes chivalry in a given time, place and text than upon its signifi cance.
 Historians, however, are still debating the origins of  the ideas of  chivalry, how widely these 
ideas infl uenced various levels of  society, and in fact, if  such ideals had any widespread infl uence on 
society at all. From the standpoint of  a military historian, the inclusion of  the aspect of  courtly love 
and service to one’s lady seems highly irrelevant. Social historians are more likely to dismiss the chi-
valric ideal because of  its very limited currency in perhaps less than 2% of  the population. Still others 
seem skeptical of  the concept of  chivalry because of  the very extent that it predominates in fi ctional 
texts of  the period, while in nonfi ctional texts that often focus on topics such as battle tactics or com-
bat ethics, the chivalric ideal is most conspicuous in its violation or complete absence. (It should be 
noted, however, that it was not until humanists such as Englishman Roger Ascham (1515-1568) that a  
distinction between “story” and “history” seemed at all a concern. The distinction between fi ction and 
truth is more a modern preference, unless one is speaking of  reality television.)
 The literary origins of  chivalry and courtly behavior begin in the troubadour lyrics of  the early 
twelfth century in southern France. However, there is evidence of  the more militaristic aspects of  
chivalry in the earlier chansons de geste (“songs of  deeds”) in the age of  Charlemagne in the late 
700s, namely in the French Chanson de Roland and the Spanish Cantar del Mio Cid. These epic po-
ems stress the feats of  arms, the great strength, prowess and bravery of  the heroes, the loyalty and 
comradeship shared between knights, and the honor accorded to worthy opponents. Women, when 
present, are little more than the spoils of  war. The contribution of  the troubadour aesthetic served to 
defi ne the potential of  earthly love (agápe or amor) as a path to spiritual or even divine love. That is, 
the knight in striving to be worthy of  his lady’s respect and admiration will improve himself  in such a 
way that he becomes a better person. Thus, both the lady herself  and the chivalric ideal more general-
ly became a civilizing force against the always-present and always-potential violence of  warrior culture. 
 If  we instead look for evidence of  linguistic origin, the word “chivalry” itself  enters the Eng-

The Problem with Chivalry
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lish language with the meaning of  “knights or horsemen equipped for battle,” around 1300 in the ep-
ic-romance poem King Alisaunder (“He schipeth into Libie, With al his faire chivalrie,” OED), from 
the Old French word, chevalerie. In the sense of  a cavalry, it is used in Whitehorne’s Arte of  Warre, 
1560. However it is used in the Chronicle of  Robert of  Gloucester of  1297 to mean “the position and 
character of  a knight, knighthood,” and “bravery or prowess in war,” and “a feat of  knightly valour; a 
gallant deed, exploit.” While these defi nitions mention valor and bravery, they also mention character 
and gallantry. In both the Gloucester text and Chaucer’s “Knight Tale” which comes much later, we 
learn of  a knight who is the “fl ower of  chivalry,” the best example and model of  chivalry. The linguis-
tic approach may be deceptive, however. From the Norman Conquest of  1066 to the second half  of  
the thirteenth century, the English aristocracy spoke French primarily as their native tongue and then 
by preference. Court and Church business was conducted in Latin. Only the commons spoke the ver-
nacular English. Thus, the tales of  chivalry composed in French, including the lais of  Marie de France 
and romances of  Chrétien de Troyes, predate the appearance of  the word “chivalry” in English by at 
least a hundred years. Both Chrétien and Marie are more concerned with courtly and chivalric behav-
ior than warfare and deeds of  arms.
 We might look to the example of  recognized, historic people known for their chivalry and 
courtliness, but at the same time, avoid those fi gures whose life achievements have become more 
mythic than reality by now. So while historical fi gures like Richard Plantagenet (Richard I, 1157-1199), 
also known as Richard Coeur de Lion (Lionheart), was known for his chivalry and crusading in Pales-
tine against Saladin, or Edward III (1312-1377), patriarch of  the lords who would become the factions 
of  York and Lancaster, or his son Edward the Black Prince (d1376), a model of  chivalry in his own 
lifetime who died before his father — both known for victories at Créçy, Calais and Poitiers — each 
of  these men has become the subject of  legend as much as solid history. Kings and their powerful 
families have a way of  “rewriting” history posthumously, though they may never have lifted the quill 
to do so themselves. (Same thing with victors.) Instead, historic people beyond the spotlight of  power 
and politics are more likely to provide a more realistic model of  real-life, lived chivalry. One such is 
William Marshal, squire, servant and advisor to Henry II of  England. He began as the landless young-
er son of  a nobleman (b.1146), and ended as the Regent of  England for Henry III and the fi rst Earl 
of  Pembroke. He was trained as a squire in the household of  a count, served as tutor to the “young 
king” Henry, Henry II’s son. He and the young king trained at tourneys for about twelve years. Mar-
shal is considered one of  the greatest jousters of  his day and was described as the greatest knight who 
ever lived, according to the Archbishop of  Canterbury. After the young king’s death of  fever, Mar-
shal went on crusade to Palestine for two years. He served on the governing council thereafter while 
Richard Lionheart went crusading, serving in a number of  small battles and raids as needed. Fallen 
out of  favor under King John, William Marshal was later chosen Henry III’s guardian and Regent, and 
repelled Prince Louis of  France in his bid to regain lands in England. Marshal retired from public life 
after long service in 1219, became a member of  the Order of  the Knights Templar, and died “full of  
years and honour” a year later.  His principle training in the military arts came through squiring and 
his years fi ghting in tournaments.
 In fact, more than a few historians have argued that the chivalric ideal seems to have fi rst devel-
oped in association with tournaments and not with actual warfare itself. In early tournament events, 
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combatants might engage in staged mêlées and small group skirmishes, games that also functioned as 
war practice in times of  peace. Events such as jousting, the baston course and the pas d’armes came 
much later. Opponents were often also comrades. Tournaments, both as war practice and in their late 
medieval/Renaissance incarnation as games for sport and glory, are venues to exhibit all of  the el-
ements we today associate with chivalry: prowess in the lists, honor shown to one’s opponent, the pag-
eantry and heraldry, and courtly behavior. 
 While tournaments were extremely popular, both for the combatants and the spectators, early 
tournaments were often criticized for their excesses. For instance, the Church Council of  Clermont of  
1130 placed a ban on tournaments, the fi rst of  several bans, proclaiming:
         We completely forbid these detestable fairs and festivals where knights customarily gather by  
agreement and heedlessly fi ght amongst themselves to make show of  their strength and bravery, 
 whence often result in men’s deaths and souls’ peril. 
The concern over the loss of  life suggests the early tourneys could be brutal, and without technologi-
cal advances — of  reinforced tournament armor, reinforced saddles, the invention of  stirrups, blunt-
ed tourney lances and helmet modifi cations — could lead to the unnecessary loss of  life in a time of  
peace. The Church’s concern for “souls’ peril” suggests in addition a rejection of  the “detestable fairs 
and festivals,” the feasting and merrymaking that accompanied the gathering of  folk for the tourna-
ment spectacles. Even with the threat of  excommunication, the bans did little to impede the popular-
ity of  tournaments, or knights’ engagement in them. The wording of  the bans is strikingly similar over 
the years until the last, decreed at the Lateran Council of  1215, which also decreed the Fifth Crusade:
         We are aware that tournaments have been widely forbidden by various councils on pain of   
certain penalties, but now, because they greatly impede the business of  crusade, we prohibit  them 
absolutely. 
The Church seems to have realized the need for a trained and dedicated military to enable crusade, 
and thus, the necessity for training said military. By this time, tournaments had obviously gone far 
beyond the function of  war practice, and what was done there was of  little use to the “business of  
crusade.” Thus, the Church decided to reform what it saw as the social irresponsibility and moral 
dissipation of  knights (ut in doloribus alienis illicitos appetitus et extraordinarias impleant voluptates, 
“that they sate their illicit appetites and extraordinary desires on others’ sorrows,” according to Peter 
of  Blois), engaged in tournament for self-glory instead of  the glory of  the Church. The reform of  the 
knighthood was accomplished through works such as John of  Salisbury’s Policraticus (1159), Bernard 
of  Clairvaux’s De laude novae militiae (c 1128-1130), and Etienne of  Fougères Livre des manieres (c. 
1174-1178), and through creation of  the militant orders such as the Templars.
 At the same time, rituals for initiation into knighthood were beginning to take on more reli-
gious overtones, even as early as 1000. By 1290, a pontifi cal benediction was added to the ceremony 
blessing the newly-made knight, which in times of  peace occurred in church before the altar. While 
much of  chivalry and the courtly graces remained secular, the infl uence of  Christianity on knighthood 
and the ideal of  chivalry can be seen in gestures as basic as the oath of  homage to one’s liege lord 
made before God and as complex as the centrality in Arthurian literature of  the Grail Quest to the 
preservation of  the pinnacle of  chivalric (English) civilization: Camelot.
 But after all is said and done, what is it that makes the chivalric knight so much more than a 
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hired thug? Except for those knighted (and elevated) as a reward for service or great deeds done in 
battle, most aspirants to knighthood were limited to those from the noble classes. While at times this 
could be the result of  class bias, and often was, it was also the result of  basic economic pragmatics: 
horses and their maintenance were very expensive. Whether in service or a knight errant, the knight 
usually required three stout, well-trained warhorses, in addition to service and pack animals to carry 
arms, supplies, and fodder for the warhorses. Multiply that if  the knight supported a household, in-
cluding squires. A knighthood also often came with a grant of  an annuity or land to allow the knight 
to support himself  in service to his lord. Such income often established the knight as “landed” nobil-
ity. Estimates suggest that it took the work of  three agricultural workers to supply the grain and fod-
der for one warhorse for one year. 
 Given the inevitable link between the nobility, including those elevated to it and expected to “fi t 
in,” and knighthood, it was perhaps inevitable that the warrior values of  prowess in battle and honor 
to one’s opponent would merge with the courtly values of  respect to women, succoring the weak, 
honor, truth and courtesy into the chivalric ideal. Nobles at court were expected to meet certain ex-
pectations for social behavior while at court on the business of  governing the realm: thus the connec-
tion between court, courtly behavior and courtesy. The religious ideals known as the cardinal virtues 
(prudence, justice, temperance and courage) and the theological virtues (faith, hope and charity) were 
often incorporated into the ideal of  chivalry as well. 
 If  we turn, then, to the ideals presented in the literature of  the time, consider Sir Gawain in 
the poem, Gawain and the Green Knight as an example of  a chivalrous knight in whom all of  these 
characteristics come together. In English tradition, Gawain is the best of  knights long before Lance-
lot arrives on the scene.  The arming scene in the second fi tt of  the poem is often read as expressing 
Gawain’s identity, both literally displaying his heraldry but also representing his inner ideals. His shield 
“shone all red / With the pentangle portrayed in purest gold” (l. 619-20). Red often denotes royalty, 
but in a Christian context, as this poem is, it also often stands for the blood of  Christ. The pentangle 
is a fi ve-pointed star, the sign of  Solomon, and is “a token of  truth.” It is drawn as an endless knot. 
Gawain is described as, “For ever faithful fi ve-fold in fold-fold fashion / Was Gawain in good works, 
as gold unalloyed, / Devoid of  all villainy, with virtues adorned in sight” (l. 632-5). These virtues are 
both those seen in the man and those depicted through his heraldic device. He wears the symbol on 
coat and shield, “As to his word most true / And in speech most courteous knight” (l. 638-9). The 
meaning of  the device is explained thus:
 And fi rst, he was faultless in his fi ve senses,
 Nor found ever to fail in his fi ve fi ngers,
 And all his fealty was fi xed upon the fi ve wounds
 That Christ got on the cross, as the creed tells;
 And wherever this man in melee took part,
 His one thought was of  this, past all things else,
 That all his force was founded on the fi ve joys
 That the high Queen of  heaven had in her child.
 And therefore, as I fi nd, he fi ttingly had
 On the inner part of  his shield her image portrayed,
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 That when his look on it lighted, he never lost heart.
 The fi fth of  the fi ve fi ves followed by this knight
 Were benefi cence boundless and brotherly love
 And pure mind and manners, that none might impeach,
 And compassion most precious — these peerless fi ve
 Were forged and made fast in him, foremost of  men.
 Now all these fi ve fi ves were confi rmed in this knight (640-56).
Being faultless in his fi ve senses and his fi ngers never failing means that Gawain is in top physical 
condition: sight, hearing, taste, touch, smell and strength all honed to meet his challenges. The fi ve 
wounds of  Christ express his Christian faith, and his force is founded upon the joys of  Mary, suggest-
ing that Gawain is also sympathetic to the feminine. It is Mary’s image reproduced inside his shield 
that gives Gawain courage in times of  diffi culty. The fi fth of  the fi ves are Gawain’s knightly virtues: 
benefi cence boundless is generosity and good will toward all people. Brotherly love is that agápe (true 
love) or philia (virtuous love) of  true friends, of  family and community, which is closest to divine love. 
Pure mind is both freedom from ill intent and ill thought, and pure manners implies genuine courtesy. 
Compassion is the feeling of  sympathy or empathy, and is considered one of  the greatest virtues. It is 
these characteristics that are “forged and made fast” and “confi rmed” in Gawain, the best knight in 
the court of  Arthur.
 In the poem, Gawain rides forth to fulfi ll his agreement to the Green Knight, though it cost 
him his life, and is welcomed into the castle of  Hautedesert by its lord, Bertilak. The castle inhabitants 
are pleased to share their table with Gawain, whom they describe as:
 ... of  courage ever-constant, and customs pure,
 Is pattern and paragon, and praised without end:
 Of  all the knights on earth most honored is he.
 Each said solemnly aside to his brother,
 “Now displays of  deportment shall dazzle our eyes
 And the polished pearls of  impeccable speech;
 The high art of  eloquence is ours to pursue
 Since the father of  fi ne manners is found in our midst” (l. 912-919).
From Gawain, the men of  the court intend to learn deportment, eloquent speech and good manners. 
In other words, courtesy. They all agree, “Who shares his converse, sure, / Shall learn love’s language 
true” (926-7). Signifi cantly, it is not examples of  prowess and martial deeds the castle folk hope to see, 
but examples of  good behavior, elegant speech, and since ladies will be present, love talk.
 Sir Gawain and the Green Knight was written during the late fourteenth century — by a con-
temporary of  Chaucer’s from the northwest midlands of  England — and presumably for an aristo-
cratic audience, though the story itself  may have circulated among the folk orally for some time be-
fore that.
 What was expected of  a knight also changed over time. Consider the portrait of  the Knight in 
Chaucer’s General Prologue to the Canterbury Tales, and then compare it to his son, the Squire.  
 A KNYGHT ther was, and that a worthy man, 
 That fro the tyme that he fi rst bigan
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 To riden out, he loved chivalrie, 
 Trouthe and honour, fredom and curteisie.
 Ful worthy was he in his lordes werre, 
 And therto hadde he riden, no man ferre, 
 As wel in cristendom as in hethenesse,
 And evere honoured for his worthynesse. (l. 43-50)
Three times in the short passage (and four times total) we are told the knight is worthy. The narra-
tor ends by telling us, “He was a verray, parfi t gentil knyght.” Of  the nine and twenty pilgrims on 
the journey to Canterbury Cathedral, the knight is one of  three characters who are the perfect model 
of  their occupation and station in society. (The clerk and plowman are the other two.) The knight is 
a model of  early knighthood: he fi ghts in the service of  his lord in the crusades, in Christian lands 
and “heathen,” that is, Muslim. He rode forth in the wars, no man farther, and also fought in the lists, 
meaning formal challenges or tournaments.
 And everemoore he hadde a sovereyn pris;
 And though that he were worthy, he was wys, 
 And of  his port as meeke as is a mayde.
 He nevere yet no vileynye ne sayde 
 In al his lyf  unto no maner wight. (l. 67-71)
Besides his combat skills, the knight is commended for his manners. He loves truth (loyalty) and hon-
or, freedom (generosity) and courtesy. Though he is worthy (respectable), he’s also wise. His manner 
is “as meeke as is a mayde,” meaning that he is both modest and quiet. And in all his life, he has never 
spoken rudely to, or shamefully of, another person. The word “wight” suggests both male and female, 
high and low. Finally, the narrator tells us,
 But, for to tellen yow of  his array, 
 His hors were goode, but he was nat gay. 
 Of  fustian he wered a gypon
 Al bismotered with his habergeoun, 
 For he was late ycome from his viage, 
 And wente for to doon his pilgrymage. (l. 73-78)
The knight has a good horse, but it is neither showy nor fancy. Neither would do him any good in 
war. His gypon (tunic or surcoat) is made of  fustian (cotton), not of  silks or velvets, and is marked 
with the stains and rust from his coat of  mail. He has returned very recently from his journey, and not 
having  taken the time to change clothing, has already begun the pilgrimage to Canterbury. The haste 
with which he has turned to pilgrimage has been read as either admirable piety or a sign of  trouble, 
since pilgrims, “The hooly blisful martir for to seke / That hem hath holpen, whan that they were 
seeke.” The remains of  Thomas à Becket, entombed at the Canterbury Cathedral, were reported to 
have healed the sick and maimed shortly after his murder. Believers could pray to Saint Thomas in 
times of  distress or illness, and would journey on pilgrimage to his shrine to venerate him and give 
thanks for his past intercession.
 The knight is not traveling alone, but with an entourage including his son the Squire and a man-
at-arms, the Yeoman.
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 Beside the worthy knight travels his son and Squire,
 With hym ther was his sone, a yong SQUIER, 
 A lovyere and a lusty bacheler;
 With lokkes crulle, as they were leyd in presse. 
 Of  twenty yeer of  age he was, I gesse. 
 Of  his stature he was of  evene lengthe,
 And wonderly delyvere, and of  greet strengthe. 
 And he hadde been somtyme in chyvachie
 In Flaundres, in Artoys, and Pycardie, 
 And born hym weel, as of  so litel space, 
 In hope to stonden in his lady grace. (l. 79-88)
The knight’s son is the model of  what the knight would become in the next generation, during the late 
fourteenth century when Chaucer wrote and well into the Renaissance. This time was past the great 
age of  crusades. Knights would no longer fi ght to free the Holy Land, but instead fought in politi-
cal wars in France or in tournaments all over Europe. The Squire has been “somtyme in chyvachie,” 
riding in the  cavalry. It was common for the more lightly armed squires to ride in a cavalry formation 
behind the more heavily armed knights for assistance and backup. However, this squire serves not so 
much for God and kingdom as to earn his lady’s favor. 
 Embrouded was he, as it were a meede,
 Al ful of  fresshe fl oures, whyte and reede;
 Syngynge he was, or fl oytynge, al the day, 
 He was as fressh as is the monthe of  May. 
 Short was his gowne, with sleves longe and wyde. 
 Wel koude he sitte on hors, and faire ryde. 
 He koude songes make, and wel endite , 
 Juste, and eek daunce, and weel purtreye and write. 
 So hoote he lovede, that by nyghtertale 
 He slepte namoore than dooth a nyghtyngale. 
 Curteis he was, lowely, and servysable, 
 And carf  biforn his fader at the table. (l. 89-100)
The Squire is the model of  a courtly lover, though with hair curled as if  “in a presse” and dressed in 
a short gown with long, wide sleeves, embroidered with white and red fl owers like a meadow, he’s a 
bit of  a dandy. Always singing and whistling, he can make songs and sing, ride, write, joust, dance and 
draw. He spends most of  his time chasing the ladies. But lest we think him unworthy his position of  
squire, he is nevertheless courteous, modest and serves his father at table.
 The chivalrous knight must be all of  these things: warrior and courtier, soldier and servant. By 
the Renaissance, the role of  the knight became less that of  the professional soldier and more of  the 
courtier and advisor to the king. The early Renaissance was the time of  the fi rst “self  help” manuals, 
which sought to educate the rising middle class gentry as well as the aristocracy with the duties and 
responsibilities of  governance. Along with texts such as Niccolò Machiavelli’s The Prince, books such 
as Sir Thomas Elyot’s The Book Named the Governor and Baldassare Castiglione’s The Book of  the 
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Courtier circulated in manuscript, in translation and the original Italian. They were very popular and 
widely read by the growing corp of  government servants necessary to run a kingdom, soon to be-
come an empire.
 By the time of  Shakespeare, the chivalrous knight must be all of  these things, though we also 
have the example of  Sir John Falstaff  to show us not all knights were up to standards. A knight must 
be able to fi ght, surely, but he must also be well-spoken and educated so that he may best advise his 
ruler or king. He must be courteous to people of  all ranks in society, male and female. He must be 
generous and modest, and be accomplished in many arts, including drawing, writing and dancing. He 
must also be as much a master of  himself  as he is master of  his horse, a common emblematic symbol 
at the time for will, the passions, and luxuria. We might remember here Ophelia’s description of  Ham-
let,
 The courtier’s, soldier’s, scholar’s, eye, tongue, sword,
 Th’ expectation and rose of  the fair state,
 The glass of  fashion and the mould of  form,
 The Observ’d of  all observers... (III.ii.151-154).
For if  nothing else, it is the chivalrous knight — the “observ’d of  all observers” — who sets the ex-
ample for us all.
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Materials Needed

• Paper or Vellum (animal parchment)
• Pencil or Silver Point
• Kneaded eraser (if  using paper only) (Erasing on vellum makes the pencil marks smudge, 

discoloring the surface.)
• Ph balanced (non-acidic) art pen (Micron, Rapidosketch, etc…)
• Gesso, Aquasize or other binder The easiest binder to get is garlic juice. Just extract it from the 

garlic cloves.
• Metal Leaf  (Gold Leaf, Silver Leaf, etc…)

I prefer to get patent leaf, which is already on the paper backing. It is very easy to work with as 
opposed to loose leaf. If  you use loose leaf, a gilder’s brush (or pin brush) will be very useful. It is 
very wide and fl at for picking up the leaf.

• Paint brushes
One for applying the binder (this needs to be a gesso dedicated brush) I have two, a fl at brush and 
a small round brush.
One for picking up the excess metal leaf  (this should be a big, fl uffy round brush)

• Silk (a silk handkerchief  from Dharma Trading works well)
• Leather or Gilder’s Cushion
• Acetate (the kind that looks like wax paper, but isn’t wax paper)

If  you can’t fi nd this, the Post Offi ce uses it for envelopes they send with you if  you purchase 
some loose stamps.

• Polished Stone or Agate Burnisher

 Step 1: Draft design in pencil or silverpoint on paper or vellum.

 Step 2: Ink design outline (and erase pencil if  on paper, not on vellum).

How to Gold (Metal) Leaf  for Illuminators
Dame Hrefna karsefni
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 Step 3: Apply binder (Gesso or AquaSize). Let dry. 
  If  using gesso, apply at least 2 coats. The fi rst will seal the surface. The second will act 
as the binding agent. The other subsequent layers will build up and make a raised surface. Let dry 
completely between layers. 

  Step 4: Breathe hot, wet breath on binder surface to reconstitute just the surface. This 
makes the top of  the binder sticky enough for the metallic leaf  to adhere. Apply metallic leaf  quickly. 
Press a little, very gently to make sure it sticks.

   Step 5: Remove excess metal leaf  with big soft brush. To make the brush have enough 
static cling to grab the metal leaf, rub the brush back & forth on your pants/t-shirt quickly (like a 
balloon on your hair). Transfer the larger loose pieces of  metal leaf  to a holding jar for use later. (This 
is used for patching small areas that the leaf  did not stick to originally.)
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 Step 6: Refi ne edges by very gently and lightly rubbing with silk. Be careful to not rub 
the metal leaf  off. Replace metal leaf  where it may have not stuck with the fi rst application. 

It is at this point the metal leaf  can be burnished with a very smooth stone and/or embossed. Place 
the piece of  leather on a hard surface, with the paper or vellum on top of  it (design up). Then place 
the piece of  acetate on top of  the paper or vellum.

  Step 7: Ink edges for a fi nished look. (Note: check the original manuscript or style you 
are working with, not all of  them have this fi nal step.)
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 The Jembe is the Iconic drum of  Africa, and has been the drum of  the African people for 
over a thousand years. Unlike certain other African instruments, there are no traditional class or caste 
restrictions on Jembes, and anyone from any walk of  life may learn and teach the drum. Historically 
they have been used in social ceremonies like weddings, rites of  passage, and both secular and 
religious celebrations. It was also used as a form of  long distance communication, with a specifi c 
“vocabulary” of  sounds and rhythms to communicate between villages and isolated farmsteads.1 My 
research has lead me to the odd conclusion that while the Jembe was integral to folk dance and to 
West African “talking” dance in particular, it was rarely used in musical ensembles during the period. 
This role was reserved for drums like the ashiko and djun-djun, played by the traditional musician 
class, called by the French in later centuries the Griots. 

The Jembe, on the other hand, was very much “the peoples drum,” an every day instrument 
used to celebrate every day milestones and activities and available to anyone regardless of  status 
birthright or rank. It does seem to play an integral part in the religious life of  the Mande peoples, and 
was commonly used in ceremonies to call the spirits or invoke the ancestors for blessings and favor by 
the Nyamakalaw, who served as both bards and wizards to the Mande people of  the period. Nyama 
is the word for the power of  creation, the wild and unpredictable energy that made the world and 
everything in it. The word Nyamakalaw translates as “handlers of  Nyama”.2  The Jembe was central to 
the Nyamakalaw in the practice of  their religion and their culture.

The African Jembe is the technological apex of  the “goblet” style of  drums, examples of  
which have been found dating to well past the 1st millennium BCE. There are Mesopotamian friezes 
found in what is now Iraq and Iran that depict people playing small goblet style drums at various 
ceremonies. The fi rst written references to these types of  drums come from the Pahlavi language and 
pre date the Islamic era.3 From this region the goblet drum spread across the continents, with goblet 
drums turning up in tombs from Ireland to Bali, India and Mongolia.

The Physics at the heart of  every goblet style drum, Jembe included, is an effect called 
Helmholtz resonance, fi rst described by Herman L. F. von Helmholtz in his book On the Sensations 
of  Tone.4 This effect is best demonstrated by blowing across the neck of  a bottle. As the pressure 
inside the vessel changes, the “slug” of  air in the neck of  the bottle is forced to vibrate back and 
forth, creating the musical tone. This principal is what enables a goblet or wasted drum to produce 
two distinct tones, one low one high. The third tone range, specifi c to the Jembe alone (because of  its 
large size) is produced wholly by technique of  play. 

 Jembes themselves however, date to approx the 6th century CE, originating with the Malinke 
peoples of  the Mande empire in western Africa, which reached it’s zenith around 1450CE. It is 
generally agreed that the type of  drum we commonly know as the Jembe was fi rst crafted by a class 
of  artisans (blacksmiths, to be precise) within the Malinke /Susu tribes called “Numu”. From these 
regions the drum spread throughout Africa as Numu artisans and their craft migrated out of  their 
homeland. 5

The earliest surviving examples of  the Malinke Jembe date to the early 1200’s, and in general 
construction and appearance they have changed very little in the intervening centuries. Master drum 

On the Origins of  the Jembe
Patrick the Butcher
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makers of  modern day Mali insist that the art of  Jembe construction has been preserved intact since 
the days of  its origin. Since written language came to Africa so very recently by historical terms, there 
is no way to be sure of  this, but drums found in archaeological digs in the region tend to support this 
claim.

The Jembe of  the period are always carved from a single log of  native short grain or grain-less 
hardwoods like Dimbe, Iroko, Khadi and Dugura. The interior surface is shaped into a short cylinder 
or cone terminating at the bottom in a bowl shape which opens onto a funnel shaped sound hole. 
Examples from later period (circa 1450+) are fi nished with a series of  shallow spiral grooves on the 
inside surfaces that help to direct airfl ow smoothly out of  the drum. The thickness of  the drum wall 
seems to be directly proportionate to the size of  the drum, but the hardness of  the wood used also 
comes into play. These details, the number and depth of  spiral grooves, the thickness of  the body and 
of  the head all come into play to produce a sound unique to each specifi c drum.   

And so to this very day, the Jembe remains the people’s drum, carefully constructed by master 
drummers, or Jembefola, and revered around the world for its vocal tones and versatility. There are 
drums of  great lineage held in trust by the royal families of  West Africa, Much in the fashion that the 
Vikings and their swords. Yet they remain the one instrument that anyone, be they ne’er so vile, may 
pick up and play, and fi ll the world once again with Nyama.

A Note on Spelling the Word (Djembe);
 The well known spelling, “djembe” came about during the French colonization of  Africa, and 
employs the letter D because the French language has no hard “J” sound; there fore the D was added 
to imply the correct phonetic pronunciation. Modern day Africans, having so recently overturned 
French colonial rule have changed the spelling to Jembe in an effort to leave out the subtle but 
bothersome reminder of  two centuries of  foreign occupation and rule. I have used the accepted 
African spelling in this document to honor the wishes of  the African peoples.

1. http://members.cox.net/drum2/jembe01.htm
2. Prof. Misty Bastian & students, Magic and Art in West Africa  (http://www.fandm.edu/departments)
3. http://www.rhythmuseum.com/persian/tonbak.html
4. On the Sensations of  Tone Thoemmes press, 1870, English 1875.
5. There is some disagreement as to exactly where the Jembe came from, and without any written language from the period it is impossible 

to be sure, but again, the archaeological evidence supports this claim.
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Do not expect this to be a history lesson, or a “period” correct endeavor.  Like the inkle loom, the 
outcome will be close enough to the “real” thing.

Kumihimo is an ancient Japanese Art.  Kumi means a gathering or a collection and himo means 
threads, so kumihimo would be a gathering of  threads.  In no way should one limit kumihimo to just 
round cording, it is much  more, but for the purpose of  these simple lessons, we will go into only one 
aspect of  kumihimo, the braiding of  a basic round cord.

These lessons are to help the beginner get started without a great deal of  cash fl ow.   

Supplies needed:
1. Pair of  scissors – to cut paper, foam sheets and yarn
2. Exacto knife – to cut foam sheets
3. One 8 X 11 inch sheet of  self  adhesive foam found at most craft stores – any color
4. Pen or pencil – to mark off  cutting lines
5. One sheet of  paper – to draw pattern and fold
6. Yarn –  cut a 6 foot length in four different colors
7. Weights – about the weight of  20 pennies and able to attach to cord with a safety pin or hook.  

Heavy washers or keys work well.

Lesson 1: Making the Board

1. With pen or pencil, draw three equal circles on the sheet of  foam board.  HINT: Use a CD or 
DVD disk and trace the center hole as well.

2. With scissors, cut roughly around your circles.

Kumihimo in three easy lessons!
Gepa of  Sundragon
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3. You should have six pieces of  self  adhesive foam sheets.  Place the three pieces without the circle 
pattern to the side for now, you will use them in Lesson 2.  

4. Take pieces 1 & 2, align the corners together, then peel off  the adhesive backing and place the two 
adhesive sides together.

5. Remove the backing from piece 3 and place on top of  pieces 1 & 2.

6. You should now have three layers of  foam circles stuck together.  With your pair of  scissors, cut 
out the outer circle, then with your Exacto knife, cut out the inner circle.

Set your round foam disk off  to the side for now.

7. Take the piece of  paper, pen or pencil and the CD or DVD disk you used earlier and trace the disk 
onto the paper.  No need to worry about the center hole this time.

8. With scissors, cut out the disk you just traced on the paper.

a. fold the circle in half  

b. open and fold in half  once again (quarters) 

c. open and fold in half  once again 
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d. open and fold in half  once again (eighths) 

e. open and fold in half  once again

f. continue until you now have the circle marked off  into sixteen sections
At this point it gets harder to fold your paper to make 32 sections, so just “eye” in the 
middle point of  each 16th fold.

9. Place the folded paper circle over the foam circle and mark each fold on the edge of  the foam 

circle, don’t forget to “eye” in the center so that you have 32 evenly spaced markings on the 
edge of  your foam circle.

10. With a pair of  scissors, cut the 32 marks about ¼ inch from the outer edge of  your three layer 
circle toward the center. *NOTE: None of  this has to be precise; it will NOT affect kumihimo 
cord you will make in Lesson 3.

At this point you have a three layered foam circle with an inner circle cut out and 32 slits along the 
outer edge.  Congratulations, this is the board on which you will place your yarn.
Why do I choose the foam sheet?  After having used foam board, leather disks, wood circles, 
cardboard and yes, CD disks, I fi nd the foam sheets give a good tension to the threads as I braid the 
cord. 

Lesson 2: Setting up the Board

Medium: Which to use?  Yarn is great for beginners but other threads such as, crochet thread, 
embroidery fl oss, nylon thread, nylon cording, and hemp, are also good to use.  For those of  you who 
wish to stay more “period” may wish to use silk thread, or silk fl oss.  The width of  the cord depends 
on several factors, two of  which are the number of  threads used and the type of  thread used.  Yarn 
is thicker than crochet thread and therefore your kumihimo cord will be thicker with yarn than with 
crochet thread.
Length: As a general rule, your thread should be twice as long as your fi nished project.
C olors: One can work in one color or a myriad of  colors.  In this lesson four colors are used, which 
will be referred to as colors A, B, C & D.

1. You should have a 6 foot length of  yarn in colors A, B, C & D .  
2. Cut each length in half  giving you two, 3 foot lengths in each color. 
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3. Gather all the ends together (16) and tie a knot at the “loop” end 
4. Pull all the threads through the center hole of  your foam disk, stopping when the knot touches 

the bottom of  the foam disk.

don’t worry about the order of  the threads at this point.
*Tamas:  A tama is a bobbin and can be anything used to wind your unused thread around so that it 
will remain untangled.  You can use DMC bobbins made of  cardboard and plastic, as well as wooden 
ice cream spoons, cardboard, cards, or scrap pieces of  foam sheets.  

5. Remember your foam scraps? You might not have enough to make all 16 
tamas but you can make a few.

6. To make your tama from your foam scraps make a rectangle approximately 1 ½  X 1 
inch.  Use the following diagram as a guide.  Choose the design that works best for you. 

7. Make 16 tamas.  The straight lines are slits cut in the foam so that the thread will “hold.”  Wind 
each thread around one tama until you are about 3 inches from the kumihimo board.  You 
should have four tamas of  each of  the four colors  

8. Using the following diagram, place the threads around the board, leaving two empty slots 
between the colors.  Each letter stands for a different color.
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Lesson 3: How to Braid Your Yarn

1. Take the bottom left “A” and move it straight up to the left of  the “A” on top.

  

2. Take the top right “A” and move it straight down to the right of  the “A” on 

the bottom.  

.3. Take the bottom left “B” and move it straight up to the left of  the “B” on 

top.  

4. Take the top right “B” and move it straight down to the right of  the “B” 
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on the bottom.  

5. Take “C 5” and move it straight over to the top of  the other “Cs”

  
6. Take “C 6” and move it over to the other “C”

  
7. Take “D 7” and move straight over to the other “Ds”

  
8. Take “D8” and move it straight over to the “D”

  
9. Repeat the rotation.
HINT:  Most fi nd it easy to turn the disk counter clockwise as they work the braid
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Another way to state the pattern then becomes: 
From the left of  6 o’clock you go straight up to the left of  12 o’clock.  
From the right of  12 o’clock you go straight down to the right of  6 o’clock.
Start with “A” at 6 and 12 o’clock, then turn it so that “B” is at 6 and 12 o’clock, and so on.
Thus in doing so, you can follow the simple “mantra”: “When LEFT UP to me it’s DOWN 
RIGHT fun!”
Remember not to cross from left to right.  In this pattern it is left to left and right to right.
Your pattern will end up being a four color swirl, or “barber shop” swirl.

Books: 
Ashley, Clifford W.  The Ashley Book of  Knots  ISBN: 385040253 
Carey, Jacqui. Beads & Braids ISBN: 0-9523225-2-8
Carey, Jacqui. Beginners Guide to Braiding: The Craft of  Kumihimo ISBN: 0-85532-828-2
Carey, Jacqui. Creative Kumihimo. 0-9523225-0-1
Carey, Jacqui. Japanese Braiding: The Art of  Kumihimo. ISBN: 9781844484263
Martin, Catherine. Kumihimo: Japanese Silk Braiding Techniques. ISBN: 0-937274-59-3
Owen, Roderick. Braids: 250 Patterns from Japan, Peru and Beyond. ISBN: 9781883010065
Owen, Roderick. Making Kumihimo: Japanese Interlaced Braids. ISBN: 9781861083128
Internet:
weavershand
http://www.weavershand.com/ handspinners.com
Beginning Kumihimo
http://www.gfl ower.org/kongo.htm
Kumilist Swap Four
http://www.qvade.dk/paulette/Swap4.htm  (Christmas Hearts) a fl at braid
Pattern Generator for Mitake Gumi Braid – 16 tama
http://www.webweaver.plus.com/kumihimo/kumihimo.htm
All Fiber Arts
http://www.allfi berarts.com/cs/kumihimo.htm
Talzhemir’s  Kumihimo Page
http://www.thegenieslamp.com/kumihimo/
Flickr photostream by Lady Gepa - my own website: pictures of  the cord with the pattern
http://www.fl ickr.com/photos/lady_gepa/
Uses:  
Belts:  knot or buckle, tie or thread through waist pouches/purses  
Straps:  watches, sandals, sundresses, guitar, camera
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Handles:  baskets, woven bags  
Webbing:  chairs, campstool, luggage rack
Cases:  glasses, comb, recorder, pencil  
Shoelaces
Curtain ties
Key chain
Jewelry: bracelets, necklaces, lanyards – make them in school colors!
Clothing:   Closures:  gather in a wide sleeve or neck, “frogs”, sides of  tunic, cording to make 
fancy buttons, lace up corsets, hat bands, neckties, wedding garter, circlet for a veil
Dog leash, dog collar
Hang a picture, string up decorations, tie down a tent
the list is virtually endless.
Enjoy!  I fi nd it very relaxing and take it with me when I know I will have to wait in line.
Submitted by: Lady Gepa of  SunDragon, Kingdom of  Atenveldt.

The swinger of  Gugnir,
Looked upon wolf-feeders.
The need was seen for one,
To over shadow all.
To lead the Einherjar,
Against hordes of  Jotun,
None with point more mighty,
No one more nobly loved.

The one eyed all-father,
Did each Aesir consult.
Frigg did see his true fate.
To lead men to battle,
In peace and war to rule.
Midgardr to be his reign,
Till come raven maidens
Take him to Valhalla.

The thundering red one,
Mjollnir rings on anvil,
Mists dark fl ame did he forge.
Death’s brand like no other,
To the bright one he went.
A shield did he then craft,

The covering woven,
His hair invincible.

Tyr next did give his gifts,
The justice of  a god,
A hero’s bravery,
Victory in battle.
Then the foe of  Belja,
Adds Skidbladnir’s guidance,
The sun should shine on him,
Freyr knows the perfect land.

The denizens of  Asgard
Gathered all together
Congratulations now
For an effort complete
The wolf ’s father held back
A chance for mischief  now
For the raven feeder
Humor to match his own.

Freya saw a weakness,
A warrior is but half.
Balance is what’s lacking,

Se knew what was needed.
Grace to match his honor,
Beauty to match his strength,
A stalwart companion,
A woman by his side.

The Weavers of  life’s skeins
Gifted rival talent
Thread becoming magic
Her hands the tool of  art
Ið from her eski
The cider of  the fruit
The howler’s desire fi lled
The benefi ts are reaped

The hoof  thrower’s rider
Hofvarpnir’s own mistress
The skill of  a goddess
Place on the shore of  thought
The swan maiden brings life
The meal of  the heart’s hall
Nurturing her own young
And others as her own

Krýnadrápa
Ingvarr Ørrabein

Written for and about Sir Gawain Nordmann and Mistress Francesca d’Ivrea 
for September 2009 Crown Tourney
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Some years back I approached a woodworker in An Tir asking if  he could make a wooden horn like 
one I purchased at a Black Powder demo but with my own modifi cations. He was dubious but agreed 
to make me twelve. Lynn the Weaver is now quite famous throughout the Known World for his fi ne 
wood craft! 

This method of  making lucet cord does not turn the lucet making it more ergonomic and less stress-
ful on your wrist. While there is some controversy as to whether lucet cord falls within the SCA time 
period (defi nitely documentable in Edwardian times), it has been widely accepted as an alternative to 
fi nger loop braid. 

I use luceted cord on my banners, as trim and jewelry. If  these directions confuse you, please feel free 
to contact me or look for me at events. I’m always happy 
to teach. 
Dame Leticia Troischesnes, OL
Barony of  Sun Dragon A&S Minister

5 easy steps to creating your own trim and cording!
1. Thread your lucet. You will have a fi gure 8; 
 Leave about a 4” - 6” tail. (Figure 1)

2. Lift A over B, holding tail of  thread fi rmly against the lucet.
 (Figure 2)

3. Pull slightly to tighten the knot against right hand horn.
4. Place working thread over the left-hand horn. 

 Lift the lower loop over the working thread as in step 3.
5. Keep repeating until you reach the desired length of  cording.

Adding Beads or Fancy Thread
Beads can be added to the working thread before beginning your project or to 
a gimp. Beads added to the working thread will fall to one side of  the fi nished 
braid. Gimp added beads fl ow down the middle of  the braid.

Working threaded beads
• Make 2 knots.
• Bring one bead forward and make a stitch on the right horn, keeping the bead forward. 

 The bead should slide freely. 
• Make a stitch on the left horn.

How to Lucet
Leticia Troischesnes

Figure 1 Figure 2

Figure 3
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• The bead will now be locked on to the right side of  the 
cord. (Figure 3)

Gimp added beads 
• Cut a sturdy piece of  thread, the same color as your working 

thread, and string on your beads. Thin wire or fi shing line will work fi ne here.
• Make 2 knots.
• Place the main gimp thread behind the braid. (Figure 4)
• Bring one bead forward.
• Make a complete knot.
• Pass the gimp to the back, without a bead, and make one complete stitch.
• Repeat steps 3 through 6. (Figure 4)

 
Gimp
Add a contrasting color of  thread, perhaps metallic, as for beaded gimp above. You work 
the pattern of  bringing the gimp forward and backward to get a woven effect from the gimp. 
Fine ribbon works especially well here.
 
2-Color braid
Using 2 colors of  thread in this fashion will give you an evenly patterned chevron design. 
High contrast colors are recommended.
Thread the lucet with 2 colors of  thread.

• Using the 2 threads as one, make a complete knot, one stitch on each horn. Try to 
refrain from a tight tension.

• Whatever color is on the bottom when you are ready to make the next stitch on the 
right horn, use that color of  working thread and make a stitch. The non-working color 
thread should be behind and out of  the way of  this knot. You will be lifting the work-
ing color over the non-working color loop. 

• Repeat on the left horn.
• You should be ready to start on the right horn again, this time with the other color. 

Repeat steps 3 & 4.
• Keep repeating until you reach the desired length of  cording. 

Figure 4
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Tying off  the Cord
• With the lucet ready to start a new stitch on the right horn, cut the working thread, leaving a 4” 

– 6” tail.
• Thread the tail from top to bottom through the right hand loop.
• Slip the loop off  the horn and gently pull the thread until the loop closes
• Repeat for the left horn.

Helpful hints
• If  you are not sure which horn gets the next stitch, the loop that is slightly higher, was the last 

loop. The next stitch is on the other horn. Before you set down your work, wrap the working 
thread around the horn that you will be making the next stitch. 

• Lucet braid eats up lots of  thread! 16 yards of  #3 DMC Pearl Cotton produced 60 inches of  
cord. Additional thread can be added if  you run out, but you may end up with a small, but vis-
ible knot. Plan your projects accordingly.

Defi nitions
• Gimp: a non-working thread used to hold beads or to add color
• Knot: two completed loops (stitches) over both horns
• Stitch: made by wrapping the thread around a horn of  a lucet and lifting the old loop off  and 

over the horn. 2 stitches = 1 knot
• Tension: an evenness achieved with much practice and dedication to perfection!
• Working thread: the “ball” end of  the string

My battered hat no longer graces pate
My muddy boots no more paths will tread
My worn medals but old gifts from the great 
My tattered cloak but rags for warmth abed
My conscience held straight though logic it bends
My time’s up for now, keep Watch well my friends

This walking staff  now no legs will support
These my cords now with yon Pale Horse must 
ride
This herald’s tabard no longer calls Court
This crier box must in silence abide

Oft spoke in jest my tongue to slips it lends
My time’s up for now, keep Watch well my friends

My time’s up my friends and ‘tis your time now
Watch over the young keep them safe and sound
Enjoy companions as time will allow
Let all be welcome and the mirth abound
Here I’d begun again and now here it ends
My time’s up for now, keep Watch well my friends

Yehudah’s Elegy
Isabeau della Farfalla
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Without people like you…. 

The storytellers would have nothing that they could convey; 
Just how you have affected so many, in so many ways. 
To hear the passing of  nothing else than our big brother
I write this in mourning, as I have done no other. 

To look out over us, huddled around the fi res, 
And to protect us, it was your wish and strongest desire. 
Both night and day, you would survey the countryside, 
You chased away the badness; the gremlins would run and hide

Your soul quite genuine, your voice deep soft to speak, 
A whisper outside our tents, we knew we were safe to sleep. 
Arms of  a generous blanket, hand of  a bear and heart of  an angel, 
Any storyteller blessed to have this story to tell. 

Banded guardian, in howling winds, in many pouring rains 
Honest, true companion, with open arms, a hand to hold times of  pain, 
Yet it was his pride and happiness, your family, your children, 
The future of  our Barony; that always smiles to your face could win 

Strong herald’s call in the sun, in rainbows weather, 
The ancient bond between; bring us all together. 
Brother, friend, father, husband, and son, 
You were to all of  us, these things bound as one. 

The stature and words of  a great wise man, 
Your accolades many and pages stand. 
Beautiful Azure, and Argent, 5 knotty, knots, 
Many would fl ock to hear the whys and why nots. 

We grieve the passing of  a humble soul, 
This man many had known so well. 
A gracious peer of  the realm, 
A soul dedicated to the service of  a dream. 

Because of  people like you, mentor and friend, 
The storytellers will have MANY stories to convey. 
We raise a toast to you, brother as you gently travel on, 
And blessedly carry you in our hearts as the years go on. 

The Storytellers (In Memory of  Master Yehudah of  Nuremburg)
Bridhid Morie O’Flaherty
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House phone in my left hand
Cell in my right
Going down my contact list
Everything will be alright
Notifying people that we know and love
A loss of  someone dear to us
Now in heaven above

I fi nd myself  crying
On speed dial 6
Right after my daughters
Yehudah I fi nd
I need to call him
To hear his calm voice
Letting me know
It was not his choice

But he will not answer
Not this adopted father of  mine
For it is for him
These calls I need mine
His voice has so given
His shoulder to cry

No more will I hear him
“It will be all right”
In this quiet moment
My tears fi nally fall
For Agnes and Becca
For our family all

A simple man of  wonder
A man who did care
Who left this earth
With many who care

May his crossing
Have been easy
May he fi nd delight
May we all know his words
“It will all be alright.”

Ode to Yehudah
Nastas’ia Volkovicha
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The dance form that can be seen around 
many camping events is called Middle Eastern 
folk dance. It is also known here in America as 
Belly Dance. The peoples of  the Middle East 
call this kind of  dance Oriental Dance. It is 
suggested by historians that we got the name of  
belly dance as a corrupted form of  beledi. Others 
however believe it is a translation of  what the 
French called “danse du ventre” a move we often 
call stomach fl utters. Beledi is a type of  dace as 
well as a music style. Beledi has a fast rhythm 
and to go with that fast rhythm you have fast 
body movements. Some of  the body movements 
that many people would see and recognize are 
the hip bounce as well as the oasis twist. (4) 
There are two more groups of  movements and 
their corresponding rhythms that go with them. 
The fi rst one of  these two is the medium beat 
called Taxim. Examples of  these movements 
that people in the society would know are hip 
circles and the fi gure eight. The last one is 
called Tcheftelli, it of  course is the slowest beat 
and one of  the hardest to dance to. The set of  
body movements that go to Tcheftelli would be 
stomach work (4).
 Some historians say that belly dance can 
be traced back to ancient Egypt 6000 years ago 
and from there to the rest of  the Middle East. 
(2) The pictures that I have provided show 
dancers from places like Persia, Turkey and Iraq 
starting around 1300 c.e. up to 1600c.e. During 
that time period both men and women did belly 
dance. (2,4) Oriental dance was and continues 
to be done as a celebration at weddings, births 
and victory celebrations. Because of  the religious 
purists’ harsh laws against woman restricted their 
movements and behavior in public, including 
public dancing. As we get closer to 1600 c.e. it 

becomes illegal for woman to perform outside 
of  her home. (2,5) This is the period when male 
dancers became more popular in the Middle 
East. (5) In Turkey the male belly dancer was and 
still is called rakkas, in Persia they were called 
batcha and in Egypt they were called khawals. 
(5) The styles that male dancers did can ranged 
from being very masculine all the way to the 
movements that female dancer did and everything 
in between. (2,3,5) In the picture of  Humay is 
that of  a male dancer while the musicians are 
those of  women, which shows that the roles of  
who did what were not set in stone.
 Muscle isolations are basic in all the dance 
movements of  Oriental Dance. The dancer 
contract a part of  a body, making it move while 
the rest of  the body has little or no movement at 
all. An example of  this is a move called a Maya; 
were you using the muscles of  one hip (the right 
one) moves that hip up, while you move the left 
hip down making a slant with the pelvic bones. 
You can move each hip independent of  the other. 
Now the left hip is moved out from the body and 
then up making a half  circle. From there your 
weight shift down the slant to the right hip and 
you repeat those movements. (1,4) By combining 
the different movements of  the body, the dancer 
creates a dance. Depending on the beat and 
rhythm of  the music being played the dancer 
makes a dance out of  the movements that go 
with that rhythm (1,4) An example is the picture 
of  Husayn which shows a group of  men with 
their hands up as a dancer does in a spin. The 
spinning movement is done during a fast rhythm.
 There are no detailed written records 
yet that describes Middle Eastern dance in the 
way that European dancing manuals do. So 
dancers must try and reconstruct period dance 

Oriental Dance
Master Ritchyrd McUath
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by combining the “traditional” movements taught by present day dancers with movements suggested 
by descriptions and pictures that are found in period manuscripts as well as with the music itself. 
The rhythms, if  not the melodies, of  contemporary music are documental to the period pre 1600 
c.e.  Some of  the melodies and rhythms can be found in the writings of  al-Kindi (801-873 c.e.) (6). 
Another writer on period music of  the Middle East is al- Ghazali (1059- 1111 c.e.). By the 11th century 
music from Al-Andalus (Spain) spread thought the Middle East and giving us names for many music 
interments like the oud, rabab and the qitara, which are still used today (3).

References:
1) Choreophobia, Solo Improvised dance in the Iranian world. Shay, Anthony. Mazda Publishers, Costa Mesa, 

CA. 1999.
2) Serpent of  the Nile, Women and Dance in the Arab world. Buonaventure, Wendy. Interlink Books, 

Brooklyn, NY. 1998.
3) Islamic Art in Context. Irwin, Robert, Harry N. Abrams. New York City, NY. 1997.
4) Middle Eastern Fold Dance. Johnson, Deborah. Archaeology. Mesa, AZ. 2004.
5) Islamic Homosexualities: Culture, History, and Literature. Murray, Stephen and Roscoe, Will. New York 

University Press, New York, NY. 1997.
6) Al-Kindi’s Metaphysics: A translation of  Yaqub ibn Ishaq al Kindi’s Treatise “On First Philosophy”. Alfred 

L. Ivry. 1974. 
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A brief  history:

“The re is no known record of  when and how Temari (meaning “to wind by hand”) 
originated. It is said that the introduction of  Temari came from China during the Nara 
Period. It was made from deer skin, and used only by high court lords in kickball games. 
At the same time, court ladies of  the noble family began using the beautiful silk threads to 
carefully and lovingly wind them into decorative balls. They competed with each other in 
making the most colorful and elaborate patterns. The balls were used in tossing games or 
as decorative pieces. During the late Helan (Fujiwara) Period (AD 898-1185), it was known 
as Goten-Mari, and loved and highly valued by the princesses of  the noble family. 

Temari was handed down from generation to generation, mother to daughter. It gradually 
spread and became popular also in regional towns where it developed its own techniques, 
beauty and local color. It is also known as Edo-Temari, Kishu-Temari, Matsumoto-Temari, 
Kaga-Temari, etc., according to its geographical location and design. Following the Meiji 
period, rubber balls were introduced and the popularity of  Temari gradually declined. 

Today this traditional Japanese folk art has been revised and newly devised designs and 
patterns have been created. With more and more elaborate techniques and refi ned materials 
it has become very popular, and has resulted in the formation of  many societies for the 
research of  Temari.” 

(Temari Museum, Tokyo, as quoted on http://www.temarikai.com)

A longer history is available at http://www.temari.com.

Temari Ball Basics
Banthegn Meadhbh ni Dhubhthaigh
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Materials required:

 A round ball (styrofoam works)
 Baby yarn
 A spool of  cheap sewing thread
 Glass- or plastic-headed pins
 Metallic thread
 Crochet cotton
 Large-eyed needle (suggest doll 

needle)

Basic steps:

 Make (or buy) a round ball.
 Wrap the ball tightly with yarn.
 Wrap the ball tightly with thread.
 Mark your divisions with pins (S-4, C-8, etc.)
 Add the obi line/guidelines.
 Sew the pattern onto the base threads.

Detailed steps:
 Make or acquire a more-or-less round ball (styrofoam is good to start with).  

IMPORTANT!!!  The ball must be soft enough to pierce with pins.  A golf  ball 
or rubber ball won’t work well.

 Wrap the ball tightly with 
fi ne yarn, such as baby 
yarn.  Keep going until 
there is no base (styrofoam 
or whatever) showing.  
Not even a tiny little bit.  
IMPORTANT!!!  Keep the 
ball as round as possible.  

 Wrap the ball tightly with thread.  Cheap thread works better than expensive thread.  Keep going 
until every tiny little bit of  the yarn layer is covered.  IMPORTANT!!!  This is the fi nal wrap, so 
your ball needs to be as round as possible when you fi nish.  End the thread by running in down 
under other threads with a needle.

S-4 division:

 Place a pin straight into the ball (it doesn’t matter where).  This is your north pole.  Keep the pin 
at the top of  the ball as you’re holding it.  Place one end of  your paper tape at the pin and wrap 
the tape around the ball.  Mark the paper tape at the point where it comes back to the pin. 

 Turn the ball and wrap the paper tape around it again.  If  the mark isn’t in the same place, adjust 
the mark.  Your ball may not be perfectly round.  If  there are bits that look higher than others, 
push them into shape with your thumb.
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 Cut the paper at the mark.  Fold it in half  and mark the paper at the half-way point.  Fold in half  
again and mark each quarter.

 Place the paper tape at the pin and wrap it around the ball.  Put a second pin at the halfway point.  
Turn the ball, wrap the paper tape again, and check the placement of  your second pin.  Adjust if  
needed.  This is your south pole.

 Working your way around the ball again, place four pins in the ball 
at quarter-points (the equator).  Try to space them evenly around the 
ball. 

 Check the placement of  the pins at the equator by wrapping the paper tape around the equator.  
Adjust the pins as needed so every pin is at a mark on the paper (or where the ends meet).

 Cut a piece of  metallic thread.  Measure the thread by wrapping it four times around the ball.

 Wrap the metallic thread around the equator and in two circles from pole to pole. 

Simple S-4 design:

An S-4 division has three obi lines (axes).  This simple design is created by wrapping multiple colors 
of  threads around each obi line.  Interweaving is not required but it is a nice touch.  This is where you 
want to use good quality yarn.

 Choose two colors of  crochet cotton.  Don’t use the same color as the thread wrap.

 Measure a length of  one color that is equal to 4 1/2 times the circumference of  the ball.

 Starting at a point where two obi lines intersect, pull the sewing thread under the thread wrap.  
Wrap the sewing thread around the ball, laying the thread right up against the obi line.

 Wrap the thread around the ball again, laying the second round right up against the fi rst round.
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 When you get back to the beginning the second time, 
run the needle under the threads you just laid down, 
and the obi line.  Wrap twice around the ball on the 
other side of  the obi line and end the thread by running 
it under the wrap.

 Do the same on the other two axes.

 With the second color, measure a length of  yarn 3 1/2 times the circumference of  the ball.  
Wrap three times around one side of  each obi line, laying the threads next to the fi rst color.

 Continuing using the second color until there are three lines of  the second color on each side of  
each axis.

 With the fi st color, wrap once around each side of  each 
obi line, laying the threads next to the fi rst color.
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The book of  armaments, the lost chapter, verses 9-31.  In the ancient days of  our society’s founders, 
was made a wondrous discovery.  The names of  those right noble, divinely inspired gentles have 
long since passed from the common knowledge.  Their discovery, more valuable than gold or jewels, 
having provided devoted service, was named in the much abused Latin:  Taporium Ductus, becoming 
known in the vernacular as Duct tape.  Upon seeing the miraculous abilities of  the artifact, the Baron 
of  Atenveldt raised the Duct Tape on high, saying, ‘Oh Lord, bless this thy duct tape, that with it thou 
mayst repair the armor and weapons of  this fair land’s army. 
 
And the Lord did grin, and the populace did repair the gorgets, pauldrons, rerebraces, vambraces, 
cuisses, greaves, shields, broadswords, daggers, bucklers, maces, javelins, halberds, pikes, axes, war 
hammers, corsets, basket handles, cloak clasps, Cotehardies seams, tents, furniture, feast gear, 
stairways, recorked wine bottles, punished squires (especially drunken squires), taped heralds’… 
perhaps I should skip a bit Your (Excellency, Highness, Majesty), it is a long text.
And the Lord spake, saying “First shalt thou remove the holy wrapping.  Then shalt thou fi nd the 
beginning of  the roll.  Once the beginning is found, then shalt thou tear off  a strip using thy hands or 
if  need be thy teeth.  There shall be no cheating by use of  scissors or other sharp object.  To cut the 
Holy Duct Tape in such a manner, is to remove its miraculous all purpose powers.  Thus it shall be 
made to stick to itself, and to the instrument of  defi lement.  Once repaired and rearmed, sendest thou 
thy army against thy foe, who being naughty in my sight, shall snuff  it.”

The Holy Duct Tape of  Atenveldt
Lord Kedivor Tal mab Cadwgan

(Thanks and apologies to Monty Python)
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Required materials: Bone
Required tools: saw (a hacksaw works very well), bastard fi le, a small drill bit, and sandpaper in the 
following grits: 100 dry, 200 dry and 300 wet/dry.
The step-by-step process:
1. Start with a clean, dry piece of  bone and cut it to the length of  the needle that you want to make 

using a hacksaw, band-saw, etc. (Dog bones purchased in pet stores make excellent carving material 
as they are pre-bleached and sterile.) Just like wood, bone has a grain, so make sure that the length 
of  the needle runs with the length of  the bone. Making a needle from the width of  the bone will 
result in an easily broken needle.

2. Use the saw and cut a piece of  the bone approximately 1/8” thick to make a thin needle or 
approximately 1/4” to 1/2” think to make a nalbinding style needle. (These widths are guidelines. 
You can make thinner needles, just be aware that the thinner they are, the more fragile they 
become.)

3. Using the thumb and forefi nger of  your “off-hand” hold the needle blank such that it lays down 
the length of  your forefi nger. Use the bastard fi le to round-off  and shape the needle by pushing 
the fi le down the length of  the needle. Turn the needle as necessary to achieve the shape of  your 
desired needle. *Tip* Only fi le with a pushing motion. Pulling the fi le backwards over the needle 
runs a higher risk of  breaking the needle.

4. Use your fi le to sharpen a point on one end. Make sure to center the point as much as possible for 
ease of  use.

5. Once the needle has been rounded and pointed, turn the needle around in your hand and use the 
fi le to create a fl at section at the back of  the needle. Try to take in a small amount from each side 
so your thread will pass through your material with less effort.

6. Drill a hole in the fl at portion of  the needle for the thread. Depending on the thread that you 
will be using, you may wish to cut an elongated hole rather than a round one, for ease of  use. If  
you do use an oval, be sure that the long dimension runs the same direction as the length of  the 
needle, therefore creating as small of  a weak spot as possible. (If  your needle is going to break, it 
typically breaks where you drilled the hole for the thread.)

7. Now it is time to polish the needle. Begin with the 100 grit sandpaper and sand the length of  the 
needle until it is of  a uniform smoothness. There should not be any gouges left from the fi ling 
process after this stage.

8. Now, use the 200 grit sandpaper and sand not only the length of  the needle, but around the needle 
as well. This will help the overall smoothness of  the needle. Once again, sand the needle until it is 
of  uniform smoothness. At this stage the needle should feel smooth to the touch.

9. Finally, use the 300 grit sandpaper and sand the needle in the same fashion as with the 200 grit. For 
a smoother fi nish, dip the sandpaper in water before using it on the needle. This will help prevent 
the sandpaper from “loading up” and give you a much smoother fi nish.

How to make a Bone Needle
Léot mac Grigair
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10. Dry off  the needle and enjoy.

If  you have any questions or would like to learn more, I can be reached via email at: 
carvedinbone@yahoo.com
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Our friends now found themselves within a cave
To them much comfort and safety it gave
Water and shelter in ample supply
The bullfrog’s croaking for their lullaby
But daily from the cave they had to go
For there within the cave no food did grow
They fed by day, then to the cave took fl ight
For fear of  predators that roamed by night
The creatures of  the wild all walked in fear
Of  the ‘cave creature’ and would not draw near
They kept their distance from its fearsome lair
Not knowing it was but a bullfrog there
And so by day, with predators abed
The animals went out and safely fed
Though in the day there was no danger nigh
The lamb by nature was timid and shy
And with the others kept close company
Yet still she went about most nervously
As weeks went by, however, she did see
That full of  fright she had no need to be
Then she waxed ever bolder day by day
And further from her friends the lamb did stray
Now one day she was munching on the grass
Full heedless of  the time as it did pass
Far from friends and the safety of  the cave
But little thought to her peril she gave
Until she saw the sun was sinking low
“Oh, dear! To the cave I must quickly go”
Thus thought the lamb, but now it was too late
Already she was soon to meet her fate
As to the cave the poor lamb tried to fl y
A pack of  wolves before her met her eye
And so there, in the poor lamb’s darkest hour
A pack of  wolves did have her in their power
You would have thought the wolves, without a care
Would kill and eat the lamb right then and there
But in a fairy tale this is not true
To eat their prey RAW simply would not do
They took the lamb to their forest retreat
To cook her properly and THEN to eat
Once in their den, the wolves then quickly took
To quarrelling over who would be the cook
And who would fetch the water and the wood

And what method of  cooking would be good
Then, as the pack of  wolves argued and fought
To the lamb’s little brain there came a thought
Just then the wolves a new dispute did start
Which piece of  a lamb was the choicest part

The lamb piped in, “The right hind leg, of  course”
Hoping another argument to force
To her delight the plan worked perfectly
As each wolf  cried, “The right hind leg’s for me”
They fell to blows, and in the chaos then
The lamb cautiously crept out of  the den
Back to the cave the lamb then made her way
The wolves pursued her, after long delay
For they were so distracted by their fi ght
They had not noticed when the lamb took fl ight
In deepest hunger they followed her trail
Right to the cave, and then began to wail
“Alas! For the cave creature now does feast
Upon our dinner. What a witless beast
To fl ee from us, who would her quickly kill
Into the jaws that now will eat their fi ll”
And with that thought the wolves then skulked away
 To fi ll their bellies with some other prey
The lamb never again would go outside
Alone, but by her friends she would abide
“There’s strength in numbers”, so the lamb would say
“But only if  in agreement they stay”
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It twas a warm Summer’s day, when to me they did come,
“You’re the fi nest cook we know. Would you please make us some?
A Royal feast for Yuletide, we wish you’d put together
Something to warm both body and mind, during the winter weather.”

“It tis a great honor you show, asking me that to cook
I’ll put my brain right to the task, and give my recipies a look.
And come up with a feast you’ll love! This you’ll fi nd I will.
Some things that their Majesties love, that will just fi t the bill.”

When Fall fi rst came I was satisfi ed, that I had succeeded.
And come up with a good menu, that was just what was needed.
Four removes with three desserts, to make quite a treat
A fi tting feast for King and Queen, to sit down and to eat.

But near to September’s end, the Autocrats came back,
And told me for the Yule Feast, some information I had lacked,

The Queen she could eat no meat, the King could have no bread.
And if  the Seneschal had salt, then he could fall over dead

Then back to my work went I, making adjustments needed.
But All Hallow’s Eve, my menu their advice heeded.
Twas then they told me of, Princess Margarete
Eggs and cheese, nuts and broth, All these things she would not eat

All through November’s cold, my menu kept rearranging
As allergies came to light, causing it to keep changing
This Baron could eat no fi sh, his sister nothing Green
Keep away dairy from the Handmaiden to the Queen

As December’s snows came down, I fi gured out one last menu
The only way to please everyone, at this important venue
All that I could fi nally serve, was water in a glass
Next time they ask me the feast to make, I think that I’ll just pass.

Feastocrat’s Lament
Sung to: Cold and Raw the North did Blow
Words by: Lord Brian Ambrose O’Driscoll
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In the current economy going to war or any event can mean trying to fi nd ways to make ends 
meet.  The longer the event the more concern there is on how to do this, and still eat well, have gas 
and have funds for Merchant’s Row or the Auction at fund raisers.  One way is to fi nd recipes that 
can be stretched, altered slightly, or made ahead and frozen thus spreading the cost out over several 
months.  An other way is to make sure you have your menu planned and you know how many are 
coming to your camp for meals, having lunches that are mostly premade for easy access on those busy 
days or snacks for fi ghters in need of  a boost, and minimizing the time and energy that needs to go 
into making the meals.

One of  the fi rst things you can do is it take a head count for your camp, or feast.  It also helps 
to know how your household, friends or family eats.  Do you have heavy eaters, fi ghters that need the 
extra in the morning, children who might be light or picky eaters, and who has allergies.  This later is 
getting more and more important as some of  the allergic reactions can be fatal.  Once you know who 
is coming and taken in to account what they will all eat, set a budget and then stick to it.  (For group 
kitchens it is recommended that you add $2 to $3 per person for propane for the stoves, make alcohol 
BYOB, and if  you have someone with special dietary needs that they bring the necessary foods)  If  
you have kids in camp, and the parents want them to have special drinks, make certain that the parents 
bring them, and keep them in a cooler not in the common area.  This avoids confl ict with others 
in camp who might not realize that the drink or snacks are for certain people only and it keeps the 
overall food budget down.

Make ahead meals are the easiest, and can be spread out over several months if  done right.   
Stews, soups, chili, omelets, and the like, mostly one pot meals, and they can be thawed quickly or 
make as boil bag meals.  One note on boil bag meals be sure the bags you are using can stand the heat, 
and will not come rupture in the water.  Read the box carefully, some bags also give off  a chemical 
that can get in the food and fl avor it.

Another make a-head meal or snack is meat pies.  The meat pie is one of  those icons of  events 
and they come in as many different fl avors and types as there are people who make them.  You can 
make them for breakfasts, lunches, snacks and dinner and you can make them ahead.  Certain recipes 
can be made and frozen for up to six weeks, for less time.  You can put almost anything in a meat pie; 
in fact you can not add meat and make them for your vegetarian guests as well.

You can also make meal packs using heavy foil.  This is a bit trickier than other types and takes 
some extra work and care.  It works well for fi sh meals.  One thing to note with the meal packs is 
the vegetables in them will cook faster than your meat if  you put them on the fi re frozen.  It is also 
suggested that you blanch the vegetables before freezing.  Meal packs are cooked on a griddle, grill 
or the wire cover of  a fi re pit and you need to keep a close eye on them.  The nice thing about meal 
packs is that they can be cooked at the convenience of  the person eating.  If  you are standing court or 
have guard duty and need to eat early, get a meal pack and cook it up and go.  

If  you want to make your meal on site, you can still do a lot of  the prep work at home and 

War on a Budget: Some simple recipies to stretch meals

Lady Amber Ulfsdottir
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freeze it.  Buy your meat at a store that has a butcher case.  Many of  the grocery stores will cut your 
meat for you at no charge.  You can then buy a less expensive cut of  meat in a roast form, and have 
the store cube it for you’re for stews, or slice it for breakfast steaks.  You can do the same with your 
vegetables as well, but be sure you blanch them before freezing; this will keep them from turning 
into mush when you thaw them out.  By doing the prep at home, you can add your seasonings, and 
marinades a-head of  time lowering the risk of  spoilage and food borne illnesses.

Making the Do A-Head meals can also be a fun way for a group or household to have a get 
together.  My household has meat pie parties and we usually make about 12 dozen in an evening, we 
have a lot of  fun, and the kids really enjoy helping.

There are many ideas and recipes on the internet, in magazines and in the notes of  friends 
and other SCA folks for make ahead meals and budgets.   The following are a few of  the ones I have 
collected over the years and tried out many times.  Feel free to copy them, change them, add to them 
and share them, they are yours to use.

Meat Pies:  Amber’s Famous Meat Pies of  the Five Ingredients.
There is a joke about my meat pies and the recipes I use having only fi ve ingredients.  It is 

simply that the base is the same fi ve things; it is the spices and extras that are different.
The basic meat pie starts with a bread or pie crust, and you can do both.  If  you make the pie 

crust type, you can make these ahead up to about 3 weeks.  After that long I have found that the crust 
gets either dried out or gummy when thawed.  Word of  caution: I never use mushrooms, they can go 
bad too easy and I have tried several ways and just don’t feel comfortable with making a do ahead with 
them.  On site meals, I use canned store bought, for the same safety reasons.    

Pie Crust Type:
This is a basic pie crust recipe for a two crust 8 to 9 in. pie tin:

2 cups fl our
1 tsp salt
2/3 c shortening
4 to 5 tbls water

Put dry ingredients into bowl, cut in shortening til thoroughly, add water one tablespoon at 
a time til fl our is moist and almost cleans the sides of  the bowl.  Gather into a ball, place on fl our 
covered board or counter and shape into a fl attened round.  Cut in half  and set one half  aside.  Shape 
fi rst half  into rounded fl at and with rolling pin; roll out to a circle 2 in larger than the pan.  Fold circle 
onto quarters, place on the pan and unfold.  Fill the pan with ingredients, mounding them.  When it 
bakes is will reduce down a bit so you want to add more than you think you need.  Rollout the second 
half  the same way and cover.  Pinch edges together and put a two inch wide strip of  foil around the 
edges.  Cut vents into the top.  Bake at 425 F degrees until the crust is brown.

The trick with a pie crust is not to handle the dough to much.  The more you play with it, the 
tougher it gets.  For really fl aky dough you want to avoid handling it much.
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Meat Pie Type:

Here it is a matter of  using bread dough of  some kind.  This dough can be biscuit dough, 
yeast bread dough or un-levin bread dough.  My favorite recipe for bread is one I got out of  a Sunset 
Magazine years ago.  That article is in the June 1976 edition and can be found on the internet and was 
fi rst an award winning one for a lady named Anita Orbe Mitchell.  Here it is:

3 c very hot tap water (105 to 115 degrees F.)
½ c butter, margarine or shortening (according to the article she used Crisco) I use butter.
½ c sugar
2 ½ tsp salt
2 pkgs active dry yeast
9 to 10 c fl our

Put water, sugar, salt, butter or shortening into a bowl, and stir til the shortening melts, allow to cool 
to warm and add yeast, stir, and then set aside until bubbly, about 15 min.  Add about 5 cups of  fl our 
and stir until smooth, then start adding fl our one cup at a time until the dough cleans the sides of  the 
bowl and makes a stiff  ball.

Put ball on a fl oured surface and kneed for about 5 min, place ball in a greased bowl and cover, set in 
warm place a let rise double, takes about 2 hrs.   Here is where I deviate from the recipe and make this 
into meat pies.

Cut the ball of  dough into quarters and set three aside.  On a fl oured surface, roll the dough out thin, 
being careful not to tear the dough.  Once you have it rolled out you are going to make 5 to 6 inch 
circles.  I have a Rever Ware lid for my small sauce pan that I use like a cookie cutter that is 6 inches.

From here you can do two things, and I do both.  One is to get a muffi n tin, regular muffi ns not the 
mini muffi ns, and put the round in the muffi n hole and then add fi lling and pinch the dough over to 
so it looks a lot like a popover.  Or just add a large spoon or so of  fi lling and make a pillow folding it 
in half  and pinching the edges like an empanada or piroshky.  

Bake at 425 degrees F until brown, and let cool, then freeze.

Filling for Meat Pies:

Hamburger or Sausage or a mix of  both, 
Onion
Garlic
Salt
Pepper
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Those are the fi ve basic ingredients I use.  Brown the meats, add the onion, and cook down, 
add the garlic, salt and pepper to taste.  This can be used as is, served over rice, and noodles with your 
choice of  sauces as well.  The variations come from the extras you can add.  Below is a partial list, and 
it is always fun to experiment with new ones.

Raisins, Currents, Dried Fruits, Chopped Nuts, Cinnamon, Nutmeg, Allspice, Turmeric, 
Saffron, Curry, Ginger, Rosemary, Thyme, Sage, Leeks, Cabbage, Carrots, Potatoes, Bell Peppers, 
Chiles, Cheese, etc.

You can change the beef  for Chicken or pork.  You can leave out the meat and just do 
vegetables.  But what ever you do, you do not want too much broth or gravy.  You need some 
moisture, but you don’t want the meat pie to be soggy so be careful to drain your mixture well.  If  you 
do gravy, make sure it is a thick one, and will take freezing and thawing well.

 My personal favorite is one my mother made for us when we went camping.  She called it a 
Bierock and my husband’s family made one that is his favorite and they called it a Krautrunger and 
they may be the same thing, variations on the Bierock or German Meat Turnover.  I have listed the 
ingredients for both of  these below.

1 lbs ground beef/or sausage mix
1med onion chopped 
1 clove garlic, crushed and chopped fi ne
Salt to taste
Pepper to taste
1 small head of  cabbage chopped med

My mother and I do:

1tsp cinnamon, ground
1tsp nutmeg
½ All spice
1 c raisins or currents

My husband and his mother do:

2 tbls Worcestershire
1 ½ lemon pepper

A third variation is to do:

1 tsp Curry or Turmeric
1 tsp All spice
1 c raisins
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Omit the Cabbage

Have fun experimenting, but once you have a stock of  variations, you can make enough for lunches 
every day and not have the same fl avors twice.

Beef  Stew:

This recipe can be made ahead of  time or on site as you choose.  It is also one of  the best for fi lling 
people up and can be made in small batches or huge ones.

Stew beef  or cubed beef  pieces (I prefer 1 in cubes, easier to eat with spoons)
Cubed Potatoes
Onion chopped
Garlic chopped fi ne
Carrots chopped
Celery chopped
Beef  broth (I prefer Swansons)
Water to cover the whole thing
Salt 
Pepper
Worcestershire Sauce
Flour 
Barley
Optional Stew Seasonings like McCormick’s or Shillings

In a sauce pan full of  water put the barely and cook until tender.  Once the barley is tender you 
can go on to the next part.  If  you are making this on site, you can cook the barely there, or omit it.  
The barely is what takes the longest to cook.

In a large pot, brown the beef, add the onion and garlic, salt, pepper and Worcestershire sauce, 
once the beef  is browned remove and add the broth and optional seasonings at this time.  Heat to just 
boiling and add fl our to make a medium thick sauce.  Add back the meat, the vegetables and cook til 
the vegetables are just about done, still fi rm.  Add the precooked barely and cook till vegetables are 
done.  Serve in bowls, with bread on the side.

This can be made as a do ahead and frozen.  It can be done as a boil a bag or thawed and put in 
a pot to heat or made fresh on site.

For those off  you that have a Dutch oven, cast iron preferred, and a fi re pit of  good size I have 
a recipe that is easy and not to expensive to make.  

Hubby’s Peach or Cherry Cobbler
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Line a cast iron Dutch oven with heavy foil, grease.  Get the fi re going so you have lots of  coals.

Get a box of  Bisquik or the like.  For the adventurous make from scratch, make the cobbler recipe on 
the box.  It will vary in amount depending on the size of  your Dutch oven.

Get two to three cans of  Pie Filling, either Peach or Cherry.  Make sure you have a can opener 
if  they don’t have a pull top.

Put the fruit in the bottom of  the Dutch oven and put the batter on the top in dollops like 
dumplings or biscuits.  Put the lid on.

You need to have twice as many coals on top of  the oven as you do on the bottom.  Rule of  
thumb is for a 12 in Dutch oven, 8 brickets on the bottom and 16 on the top.  Let cook for 45 min.  
You can check by lifting the lid and seeing if  the batter had turned golden brown.

When done remove and serve warm.  Optional vanilla ice cream or whipping cream.
Have fun with the recipes and make some of  your own.  It is not hard to eat well at War or 

Events and it does not have to be expensive.  Most of  the above are not really period, but cases can 
be made for meat pies and stews being around forever.  The cobbler is just a great desert for the end 
of  a great meal and is a real crowd pleaser.  We have had neighboring camps wander over to fi nd out 
what we are making it smells so good and stay for dinner.  Half  the fun is having a enough to feed a 
friend you just made.

Yours in Service
Lady Amber Ulfsdottier
Aka Penny Melson

Ingredients:
3 EGGS ¼ tsp. Nutmeg
1 Cup Oil 2 Cups Shredded Zucchini
2 Cups Sugar 1 Cup Chopped Nuts
2 tsp. Vanilla 8 ¼ Oz Can Crushed Pineapple
1 ½ tsp Cinnamon 3 Cups Flour
2 tsp. Baking Soda 1 tsp Salt
¼ tsp. Baking 
Powder

Directions:

Mix Eggs, Oil, Sugar and Vanilla in large bowl 
with an Electric mixer until blended.  Add dry 
ingredients, mix well by hand.  Add Zucchini, 
Nuts, Pineapple and Raisons (Also by hand).

Grease and lightly fl our two loaf  pans.  Pour 
½ of  the batter into each pan.  Bake at 350 
degrees or until toothpick inserted in center 
comes out clean.

Makes Two Loaf  Pans

Zucchini Bread
Lady Ursula von Faymonville
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The fi rst event that I had ever been
Was the Estrella that was attacked by the wind
My little dome tent held up through the night,
Even after the one next to me did take fl ight

CHORUS:
Oh Estrella Eight
Oh Estrella Eight
How I’ll always remember,
Estrella Eight

I came by myself  and camped all alone
but in the middle of  the night an encampment had grown
A household camped round me and invited me in
I was new to the Society and hadn’t a friend

CHORUS

I wandered around amazed at the sight
I sent a whole day just watching them fi ght
Rolling Thunder’s drums could be heard in the air
You could fi nd their encampment from anywhere

CHORUS

The night when the winds came, I had just lain down
When all of  my body the tent did surround
I couldn’t imagine what molded it to me
So I headed out of  it so I could see

CHORUS

People rushed about in the middle of  the night
Trying to ensure everyone was alright
Everyone was working hard to recover from the blow
All helping each other, even those they don’t know

CHORUS

On Merchant’s row many tents were knocked fl at
But the fallen merchandise remained where it’s at
Some where tied down before the Merchants arrived
Letting them come and see their Business survived

CHORUS

People thinking of  others long before himself
Of  Compassion and Brotherhood we had great wealth
Working side by side all the way to the dawn
Seeking out the poor people whose shelters were gone

CHORUS

Which Kingdom won that war? I really don’t know.
The fi ghting took second to the wind that did blow
it was when I learned that we’re more than we seem
And I saw all the good people who were living The 
Dream.

CHORUS

My Estrella VIII
Sung to: The First Noel

Words by: Lord Brian Ambrose O’Driscoll
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